


ABSTRACT

Adaptive and Self-Adjusting Controllers for Safe and Meaningful Human-Robot

Interaction during Rehabilitation

by

Dylan P. Losey

This thesis discusses the use of adaptive control within human-robot interaction,

and in particular rehabilitation robots, in order to change the perceived closed-loop

system dynamics and compensate for unexpected and changing subject behaviors. I

first motivate the use of controllers during robotic rehabilitation through a human-

subjects study, in which I juxtapose interaction controllers and a novel motor learn-

ing protocol, and find that haptic guidance and error augmentation can improve the

retention of trained behavior after feedback is removed. Next, I develop an adap-

tive controller for rigid upper-limb rehabilitation robots, which uses sensorless force

estimation to minimize the amount of robotic assistance while also bounding the sub-

ject’s trajectory errors. Finally, I discuss the use of time domain adaptive control in

the context of physically compliant rehabilitation robots—in particular, series elas-

tic actuators—where I discover that adaptive techniques enable passively rendering

virtual environments not achievable using existing practices. Each of these adap-

tive controllers is developed using the theoretical framework of Lyapunov stability

analysis, and is tested on single degree-of-freedom robotic hardware. I conclude that

adaptive control provides an avenue for safe robotic interaction, both through stability

analysis and physical compliance, and can adjust to subjects of various impairment



levels to ensure that training is meaningful, in the sense that desired trajectories,

interactions, and long-term effects are achieved.
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baseline (0◦), training (30◦), perturbation (45◦), error clamp, and

washout (0◦). During the experiment, participants were assigned

either Easy or Hard tasks while training with HG, EA, or NC. Both

levels of task difficulty are shown above; for the Easy task, the

target’s position was constant, but for the Hard task, a target was

randomly placed in the second quadrant. Note that the Easy and

Hard tasks are identical after the training block. Force fields

associated with HG, EA, and NC are depicted within the dashed box;

HG helps users maintain the desired path, whereas EA exacerbates

deviations. Controllers were only applied during training. . . . . . . . 10
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Robots are increasingly designed to physically interact with humans in unstructured

environments, and as such must operate both accurately and safely. Manipulators

developed for surgical, rehabilitation, haptic, service, and other physically interac-

tive applications strive for the often contradictory goals of guaranteeing safety during

contact while ensuring accurate, precise performance [1, 2]. Although there exist a

variety of different strategies to mitigate unwanted forces perceived by the human

user—such as path planning, sensory feedback, and physical compliance—I will here

focus on the use of controllers to complete tasks while providing stable interaction.

More precisely, I will discuss applications of adaptive controllers, which can adjust

their feedback gains in response to time-varying parameters, to ensure that rehabilita-

tion robots suitably change behavior when faced with different interaction scenarios.

Robotic rehabilitation is motivated by the prevalence of stroke and other long-

term disabilities, and a desire to provide all subjects with personalized, accessible,

and affordable care. Around 795,000 people suffer strokes each year in the United

States; the leading cause of long-term disability, stroke has broad social impacts and

an estimated $33.6 billion yearly cost [3]. Rehabilitation of patients with neurological

impairments, such as stroke, primarily requires repetitive motions which are known

to improve muscle strength and movement coordination [4]. In order to increase

functional outcomes and promote plasticity of the brain and spinal cord, therapy

must be intensive, with long duration and high subject involvement [5]. Robotic
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devices are therefore well-suited for rehabilitation after stroke because they ensure

the consistency of repetitive and intense therapeutic interactions. Robotic systems

also enable objective and quantitative evaluations of subject performance both during

and after treatment sessions [6]. In addition, virtual reality interfaces provide unique

mediums where therapy can be rendered within functional and motivational contexts

[7]; consequently, the intensity of therapy can be increased.

Recent research, however, brings the long-term contributions of robotic rehabil-

itation into question [8]. Although it is certainly true that robotic controllers can

help subjects improve their motor skills during training, retention of skill after the

training is completed is typically not significantly better for groups exposed to these

controllers [9, 10]. Before introducing my adaptive controllers for robotic rehabilita-

tion, therefore, I will first focus on how the principles of human motor adaptation can

be used in conjunction with simple robotic controllers to improve subject retention.

Experimental evidence [11, 12, 13, 14] suggests that when humans learn a motor skill

while subjected to an external perturbation, their learning can be broken up into

a slow, implicit adaptation to sensory errors—i.e., differences between where their

body is and where subjects expect it to be—and a fast, explicit adaptation to reward

errors—i.e., differences between what they expected to achieve and how they actually

performed. Interestingly, the explicit, reward-based component has been found to be

prominently linked to retention [15, 16], allowing rehabilitation subjects to recall the

learned motor skill even when performance feedback is removed.

To date, this novel reward-based reinforcement paradigm has only been applied

without using robotic controllers during training, and, as such, in Chapter 2 I de-

scribe healthy-subjects experiments replicating the protocol presented by [15], while

incorporating haptic guidance and error augmentation. Haptic guidance, which as-
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sists a user to complete a task, and error augmentation, which exaggerates error in

order to enhance feedback to the user, have been shown to be generally beneficial

for training depending on the task difficulty, subject ability, and task type [17, 18].

My study considers the variables of controller type and task difficulty, and examines

differences in retention between subjects trained with and without robotic assistance.

I found that with the reward-based feedback paradigm, both haptic guidance and

error augmentation led to better retention of the desired visuomotor offset during

a simple task, while during a more complex task, only subjects trained with haptic

guidance demonstrated performance superior to those trained without a controller.

The results provide motivation for developing control strategies for robotic rehabil-

itation, as under the right experimental paradigm these interaction strategies may

lead to improved retention of learned motor skills. Chapter 2, which summarizes this

research, is largely taken from [19], which was written and researched in collaboration

with Laura H. Blumenschein and Marcia K. O’Malley.

Equipped with this justification based on the adaptive nature of human motor

learning, I next develop an adaptive controller for upper-limb robotic rehabilitation.

Studies suggest that robotic rehabilitation of the upper-limb following neurological

injury is most successful when subjects are maximally engaged in the rehabilitation

protocol [20]; these results are aligned with research on motor learning, since explicit,

conscious effort is associated with long-term skill retention. Developing assistive

control strategies which maximize subject participation is accordingly an active area

of research [21, 22, 23], with aims to promote neural plasticity and, in turn, increase

the potential for recovery of motor coordination. Adaptive controllers are particularly

well suited for this purpose as they can be used to estimate the subject’s interaction

forces in real time [24, 25, 26], and then adjust the amount of robotic assistance
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accordingly to ensure both (a) that the training task is completed while (b) the

robot does the least amount of work possible. Unfortunately the relevant, state-of-

the-art adaptive control strategies for robotic rehabilitation [25, 26, 27] assume that

underlying patterns (i.e., position-dependent forces) govern subject behavior, and

may therefore intervene sub-optimally.

Hence, in Chapter 3, I describe a “minimal assist-as-needed” (mAAN) controller

for upper limb robotic rehabilitation using excerpts from [28], which was written and

researched in collaboration with Ali Utku Pehlivan and Marcia K. O’Malley. In order

to dynamically estimate subject forces solely as a function of time, I use sensorless

force estimation techniques based on Kalman filters in conjunction with Lyapunov

stability analysis [29]. The resulting estimate of subject forces is an adaptive control

law, which is shown to be stable in the sense of Lyanpunov, and can be combined

with the passivity-based motion control law proposed by [30] to ensure that the

rehabilitation robot coupled to the human subject tracks the desired trajectory with

uniformly ultimately bounded stability. In essence, the force supplied by the subject is

subtracted from the controller force needed to guide the robot, allowing the subject

to complete the task unassisted (if capable), or increasing the amount of robotic

assistance to compensate for incorrect motions induced by neurological injuries.

Two additional algorithms are also introduced in Chapter 3 to further promote

active participation of subjects with varying degrees of impairment. First, a bound

modification algorithm is described which alters allowable error between trials. Sec-

ond, a decayed disturbance rejection algorithm is presented which encourages subjects

who are capable of leading the reference trajectory. The mAAN controller and ac-

companying algorithms are demonstrated experimentally with healthy subjects in the

RiceWrist-S exoskeleton. I conclude that using the adaptive control laws described
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offers a stable rehabilitation system, while also preventing the subject from “losing

interest” and relying on the robot to perform the training exercises [31, 32]; there-

fore, these adaptive control laws provide one means to achieve safe and meaningful

human-robot interaction.

Of course, another effective means to achieve safety is physical compliance, which,

unlike controllers, fundamentally improves a robot’s reflected dynamics. Series elastic

actuators (SEAs), originally introduced by [33], replace the traditionally rigid con-

nection between transmission and load with an elastic component of non-adjustable

stiffness. Advantages to series elastic actuators include increasing shock tolerance

and lowering output impedance across the frequency spectrum—SEAs therefore pro-

vide desirable hardware platforms for human-robot interaction, especially in regards

to rehabilitation devices [34, 35]. As such, a burgeoning body of research has been

published concerning the control of SEAs; force control [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42,

43, 44, 45, 46] and the effects of interaction schemes [47, 48, 49, 50] have received

particular attention. By SEA force control, I here mean controlling the actuator so

that the spring reaches a displacement corresponding to the desired load force, which

is then applied to the connected user. On the other hand, interaction control schemes

specify the relationship between effort and flow at the spring, which is the point of

interaction between user and robot; for example, an impedance controller uses the

SEA force controller to generate load forces corresponding to a virtual environment.

These previous SEA torque control and interaction schemes have been predomi-

nately researched in the frequency domain [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 43, 44, 45, 47, 48,

49, 50], which naturally corresponds to the spring dynamics. By contrast, in Chapter

4 I alter two time domain adaptive controller theories developed for rigid manipula-

tors so they can be correspondingly applied within SEAs. I found this approach to
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be advantageous because time domain analysis provides unique tools for determining

and adjusting passivity, which are not present from the perspective of the frequency

domain. First, a model reference adaptive controller [51] is developed which requires

no prior knowledge of the SEA system parameters and can specify desired closed-loop

force characteristics, while maintaining Lyapunov stability. Second, the time domain

passivity approach [52, 53], commonly used during teleoperation of rigid haptic de-

vices, is modified to control desired impedances in a manner that temporarily allows

the SEA to passively render stiffnesses greater than the actuator’s intrinsic stiffness,

which was previously unachievable under frequency domain analysis [47]. This ap-

proach also provides conditions for passivity when augmenting any stable SEA torque

controller with an arbitrary impedance. The resultant techniques are experimentally

validated on a custom prototype SEA, and are compared with other state-of-the-art

control approaches. Like the mAAN adaptive controller, I find that these adaptive

control techniques provide stability and improve performance, but also complement

the inherent safety of physically compliant SEAs. The research presented in Chapter

4 is taken from [54], which was performed in collaboration with Andrew Erwin, Craig

G. McDonald, Fabrizio Sergi, and Marcia K. O’Malley.

In summary, this thesis will explore adaptive control for rehabilitation robotics

from three perspectives: harnessing human capacity for adaptation during motor

learning, leveraging adaptive control to maximize subject involvement during reha-

bilitation, and introducing adaptive control to relax stability constraints on SEAs. I

claim that in each of these cases, adaptive control has value as a means to beneficially

adjust to unexpected changes in human-robot interaction, while ensuring the stability

requisite for safety.
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Chapter 2

Retaining Motor Learning after Robotic Training

2.1 Introduction

Motor learning is the process of identifying which motor commands will produce

expected sensory outcomes. Because of continuous changes in the body and environ-

ment, as well as the delayed and noisy nature of sensory feedback, motor learning is

traditionally thought to be based upon adaptive internal predictions of input/output

relationships [55]. For this reason, motor learning is central to neurorehabilitation,

particularly in the first few months after injury; during this period, subjects may re-

learn altered sensorimotor mappings before developing novel compensatory strategies

[8]. Of course, motor learning—and its underlying principles—should also be consid-

ered when designing control algorithms for robotic rehabilitation after a neurological

injury, since these controllers seek to promote the subject’s recovery by facilitating

learning of desired motions [6]. As a result, examination of contemporary research

on both motor learning and robotic control suggests means with which to enhance

neurorehabilitation.

Recent studies have revealed that multiple distinct processes are likely responsible

for motor learning. Huang et al. [11] hypothesized that fast-adapting internal models

and slower improvement via model-free memories comprise motor learning, and ex-

perimentally demonstrated that combining movement repetition with reward-based

adaption is key to retention. Similarly, Izawa and Shadmehr [12] found that reward
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prediction errors—-qualitative measures of a motion’s utility—and model prediction

errors, i.e., differences between expected and actual experiences during the movement,

cause disparate types of learning. Both results were supported by Shmuelof et al. [15],

who introduced a period of reward-based reinforcement after the model adaption pro-

cess so as to prevent subjects from rapidly forgetting a novel motor mapping. Indeed,

Galea et al. [56] discovered that positive and negative reinforcement independently

affect motor learning; punishments induced faster adaption, but rewards increased

retention of the acquired behavior. To summarize, it seems that reward-based re-

inforcement may aid in ingraining model-free memories, desirably leading to better

recall of learned motor commands.

Alternatively, controllers for rehabilitation robots frequently attempt to incite

motor learning through one of two opposite interaction strategies: haptic guidance,

where convergent forces help the subject accurately complete motions, or error aug-

mentation, where divergent forces make the subject’s mistakes more pronounced.

Since haptic guidance and error augmentation render movements easier or harder, re-

spectively, they may be implemented according to challenge point theory [31], which

dictates that optimal learning occurs when task difficulty is suited to participant

proficiency. Research on motion timing with healthy young adults [17] and elderly

subjects [57] validated this concept, as less-skilled participants learned more using

haptic guidance, while, conversely, better-skilled subjects benefited from error aug-

mentation. Marchal-Crespo et al. [18] argue that even task characteristics, such as

rhythmicity and duration, manipulate motor learning during robot-assisted training;

likewise, Heuer and Lüttgen [9] detail a taxonomy of learning tasks, and then review

the theoretical and experimental influences of haptic guidance and error augmen-

tation within each category. Hence, to best promote motor learning under robotic
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rehabilitation, I should consider subject ability, task difficulty, and task type when

determining the level of controller assistance.

A primary goal of robotic rehabilitation is to ensure subjects retain the learned

movements. With robotic intervention, motions may be successfully completed; how-

ever, once the device is removed, users often revert to baseline behavior [9]. For

example, Patton et al. [10] found that 600 training movements with error augmenta-

tion only produced desired outcomes for 30-60 unimpeded movements. By contrast,

Hasson et al. [16] recently implemented a reinforcement scheme—without robotic

platforms—which improved overnight retention of an unnatural gait pattern. I are

here interested in applying reward-based reinforcement together with different con-

trol strategies for robotic rehabilitation: what, if any, impact will the juxtaposition

of these two techniques have on the recall of motor learning? In this chapter, I

investigate the relative effects of controller strategies on reinforcement learning by

performing experiments similar to those described in [15], while additionally incor-

porating haptic guidance, error augmentation, and variable task difficulty. I found

that both haptic guidance and error augmentation led to better retention of the de-

sired visuomotor offset during a simple task, while during a more complex task only

subjects trained with haptic guidance improved performance as compared to those

trained without a controller.

2.2 Methods

Subjects. Twenty-eight healthy, right-handed individuals (aged 22.6 ± 4.5 years, 8

females) were recruited for this study. All participants were näıve to the experiment’s

purpose, received course credit, and signed a written consent form approved by the

Rice University Institutional Review Board. Each subject was randomly assigned to
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Figure 2.1 : Experimental setup. (Left) experimental apparatus, where a user grasps
the haptic device while observing visual feedback on a computer monitor. (Right)
experimental protocol, where subjects perform 330 reaching trials under a series of
visuomotor rotations: baseline (0◦), training (30◦), perturbation (45◦), error clamp,
and washout (0◦). During the experiment, participants were assigned either Easy or
Hard tasks while training with HG, EA, or NC. Both levels of task difficulty are shown
above; for the Easy task, the target’s position was constant, but for the Hard task,
a target was randomly placed in the second quadrant. Note that the Easy and Hard
tasks are identical after the training block. Force fields associated with HG, EA, and
NC are depicted within the dashed box; HG helps users maintain the desired path,
whereas EA exacerbates deviations. Controllers were only applied during training.

one of three experimental groups: haptic guidance (HG), error augmentation (EA),

or no controller (NC). Subjects completed two separate experiments, one with the

Easy task and one with the Hard task. These experiments were spaced apart by a

minimum of three days; half of the participants completed an experiment with the

Easy task first.

Experimental Apparatus. Subjects sat at a table while grasping the end-effector

of a Touch X haptic robot (Geomagic), which was used to track hand motions and

apply controller forces at a frequency of 1 kHz. Participants wore a wrist brace to

restrict motion, and were instructed to move by sliding their arm across the table.

A curtain occluded view of the arm and hand; visual feedback corresponding to

movement of the Touch X end-effector was instead provided on a computer monitor

placed directly in front of the subjects. The visualization updated at a rate of 10 fps,

and could faithfully depict motions with a 1 : 1 ratio. Both visualization and robot
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were controlled using Matlab/Simulink (Mathworks).

Reaching Task. At the beginning of each trial, subjects had to move their cursor

into a start circle (5 mm radius) while aided by robotic forces. After maintaining

that position for a variable time interval (1.5±0.5 s), a target circle appeared 80 mm

from the start; participants were instructed to perform quick and accurate “slashing”

motions through this target. Whenever the subject’s current position was also 80

mm from the start, their cursor was replaced by a small, fixed dot, which denoted the

user’s achieved position. To be considered a successful movement, the cursor must

have intersected the target circle—if so, the subject heard a pleasant tone (otherwise

no noise was played). I additionally provided participants with the amount of time

taken to complete each motion so they could self-regulate for speed and consistency.

Finally, the target and marker were erased from the screen after another variable

time interval (1.5 ± 0.5 s), and robotic forces returned the user—in the absence of

visual feedback—to the start circle, where their cursor reappeared. Timing variability

was enforced so as to prevent subjects from developing a rhythm, which might have

discouraged active participation. Users initially performed 40 unrecorded movements

to become familiar with the setup.

Experimental Procedure. Consistent with the procedure outlined by [15], exper-

iments were broken into five blocks, each containing multiple trials of the reaching

task described above (see Fig. 2.1). Subjects practiced this reaching task (base-

line), learned a visuomotor rotation (training), briefly experienced a second rotation

(perturbation), and reverted to some motor mapping (error clamp), before return-

ing to their original behavior (washout). The three types of robotic controllers were

crossed factorially with two levels of task difficulty. During the Easy task the tar-

get orientation was constant at 135◦ throughout the experiment; on the other hand,
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for the Hard task the target angle was uniformly randomly placed between 90◦ and

180◦ during baseline and training blocks. The target radius was 10 mm for both

Easy and Hard tasks—this offered a successful movement range of 14◦. Robotic con-

trollers were only implemented in the training block, and involved a proportional

gain KP = diag(KPx , KPy , KPz) multiplied by the 3× 1 vector connecting the user’s

current position (x) to the closest point on the line between start and goal circles (xc)

u = KP (xc − x) (2.1)

For the HG case KPx = KPy = 20 N/m, for the EA case KPx = KPy = −20 N/m,

and for the NC case KPx = KPy = 0 N/m. In every case KPz was 500 N/m in order

to keep subject movements in the xy plane.

The first block (baseline) simply consisted of 20 trials with veridical feedback. A

30◦ CCW visuomotor rotation was introduced during the second block (training); to

help subjects learn this rotation, both visual and auditory feedback were provided

throughout 60 trials. For 66 of the next 80 trials, however, continuous visual feed-

back of the robot’s position was removed, forcing users to rely upon endpoint auditory

reinforcement when determining movement success. The remaining 14 trials with vi-

sual feedback were pseudo-randomly interspersed so that participants could maintain

the desired behavior. Within the third block (perturbation), subjects experienced

a novel 45◦ CCW visuomotor rotation for 30 trials. In order to examine retention

of desired motor learning (the 30◦ CCW rotation) after this perturbation, 100 error

clamp trials were conducted during the fourth block. Here participants controlled the

radial distance of their cursor from the start circle, but the cursor’s angular position

was fixed to a line between start and goal markers with some uniformly random vari-

ability (135± 2.5◦), ensuring perceived success regardless of actual arm motion [58].

Because subjects always received artificial visual and auditory feedback for successful
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trajectories, I used these trials to determine what movements people associated to the

given target direction—i.e., whether they retained a 30◦ CCW rotation or reverted to

their natural, unrotated, baseline motions. The last block (washout) again entailed

veridical feedback for 40 trials. Subjects were given short breaks at predefined points

during experiments; they were not informed of the visuomotor rotations, error clamp,

or robotic control strategy.

Learning Models. I used a single-state state-space model [56, 11, 59] to quantify

learning during the training block. Given zn, the subject’s estimate of the visuomotor

rotation at trial n, I can write

zn+1 = Azn +B(rn − zn)

yn = −zn
(2.2)

where r is the visuomotor rotation, and y is the measured hand direction, A ∈ [0, 1]

is a forgetting factor, and B ∈ [−1, 1] is a learning rate. Assuming z0 = 0◦, I solved

for A and B by using the MATLAB function fmincon to minimize the total squared

error between predicted (ŷ) and measured (y) hand directions. Similarly, to study

how rapidly subjects reverted to their baseline behavior after the 45◦ perturbation, I

fit an exponential function y = C1exp(−λt) +C0 to measured hand directions during

the error clamp block. Here C0 and C1 are constants, t is the trial number, and λ is

the decay rate.

Data Analysis. Statistical significance analysis was performed using SPSS (IBM).

I analyzed the main effects of the within subjects factor (task difficulty) and between

subjects factors (controller type and order of task presentation) using multivariate

ANOVAs. Performance of the Easy and Hard tasks were then analyzed separately;

contrasts were used to interpret statistically significant interactions among the be-

tween subjects factors of controller and presentation order. I conducted the analysis
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for both training and error clamp blocks to independently examine learning and re-

tention.

2.3 Results

I sought to investigate how haptic guidance (HG), error augmentation (EA), or no

controller (NC) affected reinforcement learning of a visuomotor rotation when the tar-

get location was fixed (Easy task) and when the target location varied (Hard task).

Shmuelof et al. [15] recently demonstrated that providing only binary auditory feed-

back of trial success during training led to better retention of the desired visuomotor

rotation, while both continuous visual feedback and binary auditory feedback im-

peded learning. I used a protocol similar to that introduced by [15]; participants

adapted to a 30◦ visuomotor rotation while experiencing controller forces and trials

with only reward-based reinforcement. After a brief perturbation, I examined each

subject’s retention of the 30◦ rotation by using an error clamp.

I found that there was a statistically significant difference in training behavior

based on task difficulty (F6,13 = 12.23, p < .01), while the effect of task difficulty

on error clamp behavior trended towards significance (F4,15 = 2.53, p = .09). There

was also a statistically significant difference in training behavior based on controller

type (F12,26 = 2.18, p = .05; Wilks’ λ = 0.25), but this did not extend to error

clamp behavior (F8,30 = 1.01, p = .45; Wilks’ λ = 0.62). Similarly, the order of task

presentation had a statistically significantly impact on training behavior (F6,13 =

3.33, p = .03), but not on error clamp behavior (F4,15 = 0.46, p = .76).

Plots of averaged hand direction during the Easy task are shown in Fig. 2.2a,

where hand direction is defined as the user’s achieved position relative to the target.

I found that there were no statistically significant differences between average hand
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Figure 2.2 : Easy Task (n = 24); NC (n = 8), HG (n = 8), and EA (n = 8).
(a) Average hand direction (solid colored lines) and inter-subject standard deviation
(shaded areas) for the controller groups during each trial. The horizontal black lines
indicate the visuomotor offset, as well as the desired hand direction for the error clamp
trials. (b-d) Averaged directional error and standard deviation during the final 20
trials of the training and error clamp blocks. (e) Average learning rate B computed
from the adaption portion of the training block. (f) Average decay rate λ during
the error clamp trails. (g) Average success percentage during the last 20 trials of the
training block. In (b-g), error bars show the standard error of the mean and ∗ denotes
p < .05.

directions at the end of training or error clamp blocks for any of the controller groups

(Group × Block interaction: F2,18 = 0.50, p = .62), indicating the learned behavior

was retained regardless of robotic intervention level (Fig. 2.2b). As can be seen in

Fig. 2.2c, however, subjects with EA exhibited significantly more variability during

the training block than those with NC and HG (F1,18 = 7.43, p = .01). I used RMSE

as a performance measure to assess deviations from the desired −30◦ hand direction.

Applying this metric, I conclude that subjects with EA experienced significantly worse

learning (F1,18 = 6.76, p = .02; NC+HG, 4.66 ± 1.37◦; EA, 8.42 ± 6.53◦), but users

trained with HG and EA better retained the desired behavior than those trained with

NC (F1,18 = 6.48, p = .02; HG+EA, 4.72±2.18◦; NC, 8.23±5.26◦). The same trends
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Figure 2.3 : Hard Task (n = 24); NC (n = 8), HG (n = 8), and EA (n = 8). I here
follow the same conventions as in Fig. 2.2. Larger directional errors and standard
deviation during the training block as well as lower learning and success rates suggest
that it was more difficult for subjects to adapt to a visuomotor rotation when the
target position was randomized (Hard task) as compared to when the target position
was fixed (Easy task).

applied to inter-subject variability (Fig. 2.2d), indicating that training with robotic

controllers led to more consistent retention among subjects during error clamp trials.

I next observed a significantly lower learning rate (Fig. 2.2e) for EA relative to

NC (F2,18 = 7.68, p < .01) after applying a Tukey post-hoc comparison. The decay

rate (Fig. 2.2f) was not significantly different for any of the controller groups (F2,18 =

0.40, p = .68). To summarize, I found that the addition of robotic controllers during

the Easy task benefited retention; although the EA group experienced a lower learning

rate and greater training standard deviation when contrasted with the NC group,

those trained with HG or EA outperformed the NC group during error clamp trials

in terms of RMSE. It is interesting to note that these differences in performance

cannot be attributed to changes in success rates (Fig. 2.2g; F2,18 = 1.46, p = .26),

demonstrating that the value of controller involvement is not limited to helping users

accurately reach the target.

Plots of average hand direction during the Hard task are shown in Fig. 2.3a. I
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observed that there were no statistically significant differences between average hand

directions or intra-subject variability at the end of training trials (mean, F2,18 =

0.22, p = .81; std. dev., F2,18 = 0.98, p = .39) or error clamp trials (mean, F2,18 =

1.20, p = .32; std. dev., F2,18 = 1.05, p = .37), demonstrating that learning and

retention was to some extent unaffected by robotic interaction (Fig. 2.3b-c). When

considering the RMSE performance metric, however, I found an indication that HG

subjects better retained the desired visuomotor rotation than those trained with NC

or EA (F1,18 = 3.13, p = .09; NC+EA, 11.6± 6.86◦; HG, 6.54± 3.97◦), even though

all groups had similar performance levels at the end of training (F2,18 = 0.33, p = .72;

NC, 13.25± 5.44◦; HG, 11.48± 6.58◦; EA, 13.69± 6.91◦). This trend was also borne

out for inter-subject variability, as can be seen in Fig. 2.3d.

Moreover—although not statistically significant—average success rates for the HG

group exceeded NC and EA groups by 10% (Fig. 2.3g), suggesting that assistive inter-

action led to more training trials with reward. Variations in learning rate (Fig. 2.3e;

F2,18 = 0.97, p = .40) and decay rate (Fig. 2.3f; F2,18 = 0.15, p = .86) were in-

significant across controllers. I therefore conclude that robotic intervention may have

slightly benefited retention during the Hard task; more specifically, HG subjects had

higher average success rates during training, as well as more accurate and consistent

performance during error clamp trials.

A comparison across Easy and Hard tasks revealed that EA subjects’ retention

was the most negatively affected by increasing task difficulty. While the error clamp

RMSE of NC and HG subjects increased by 37.9% and 38.4%, respectively, the error

clamp RMSE of EA subjects increased by 148.5% between Easy and Hard tasks.

The decay rate of those trained with EA decreased by 26.0%, but the decay rates

of NC (4.2%) and HG (3.3%) groups marginally increased. Finally, inter-subject
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Figure 2.4 : Averaged L2 norm of controller forces, u in (2.1). The Hard task re-
sulted in significantly larger errors, and thus a larger amount of robotic interaction
as compared to the Easy task. ∗ denotes p < .05.

variability during the error clamp increased by 26.8% for NC users, 42.9% for HG

users, and 185.4% for EA users. On a similar note, I also surveyed the averaged L2

norm of controller forces (u) as depicted in Fig. 2.4; the NC group is here omitted

since they underwent no robotic interaction. I found that EA subjects experienced a

larger amount of controller forces during both the Easy task (F1,18 = 11.2, p < .01)

and Hard task (F1,18 = 13.3, p < .01). As expected, the Hard task elicited more

robotic involvement than the Easy task (Task interaction: F1,18 = 5.92, p = .03),

suggesting that the relative impacts of different control strategies may have been

more pronounced during the Hard task.

Although twenty-eight participants completed both experiments, the data be-

longing to four participants was excluded from the preceding analysis. One of these

individuals consciously noticed the presence of the error clamp, and I were there-

fore unable to examine their underlying behavior. The error clamp movements of

three other subjects converged in the opposite direction of their trained behavior (er-

ror clamp hand direction: −68.3◦, −54.8◦, −53.9◦); since these positions were more

than three standard deviations from the population’s error clamp hand direction

(−28.7 ± 3.8), they were considered outliers. It is interesting to note that all three
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cases occurred when participants trained using HG while performing the Easy task

first. I also conducted ANOVAs to determine how the order in which subjects per-

formed the experiments affected their resulting behavior; I concluded that ordering

did not alter retention, but did impact some training metrics. In particular, suc-

cess rates during the Hard task (F1,18 = 7.14, p = .02), and both hand direction

(F1,18 = 14.31, p < .01) and intra-subject variability (F1,18 = 5.11, p = .04) during

the training portion of the Easy task were influenced by ordering.

2.4 Discussion

In this study I examined interactions between haptic guidance, error augmentation,

and reward-based reinforcement during visuomotor rotation tasks with variable dif-

ficulty. I found that subjects were able to successfully integrate these controllers

without negative effects on the retention of motor learning. More precisely, train-

ing with either haptic guidance or error augmentation desirably reduced movement

variability during retention trials for a simple task. Increasing task difficulty led to

greater disparities in retention among subjects trained using the different robot con-

trollers, with the strongest and most consistent learning occurring in subjects assisted

by haptic guidance.

2.4.1 Using haptic intervention with reward-based reinforcement leads

to retention

The examined haptic guidance and error augmentation controllers provided a source of

kinesthetic feedback not present in the described reward-based reinforcement paradigms

[15, 16]. This persistent kinesthetic feedback during training had the possibility to

adversely effect motor learning, especially since its direction and magnitude was de-
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rived from the user’s error vector (2.1). Results in [15] revealed that those trained

with visual vector error (continuous visual feedback of hand position) in addition

to reward-based reinforcement demonstrated significantly worse retention than those

trained with just reward-based reinforcement. I might therefore expect haptic guid-

ance and error augmentation groups to consistently exhibit larger hand direction

errors during error clamp trials; however, the findings indicate additional kinesthetic

feedback based on vector error did not categorically harm retention. Subjects—

regardless of the presence or type of controller—did not have significantly different

directional errors during retention, suggesting that kinesthetic vector error has a dif-

ferent underlying impact on motor learning than do visual vector errors.

Haptic guidance and error augmentation introduced a force field to which subjects

had to adapt. Since motor learning of visuomotor rotations and force fields appear

to rely on similar mechanisms [60], adaptation to the kinesthetic feedback may have

actually interfered with adaptation to the correct hand direction. Indeed, I found

that learning rates were lower for subjects trained using haptic guidance or error

augmentation than for subjects trained without a controller, particularly in the Easy

task. It should be noted, however, that (a) these differences in learning rate did

not appear to have a long-term influence on other aspects of training, such as hand

direction, variability, or success rates, and (b) lower learning rates did not necessarily

lead to worse retention during error clamp trials. Hence, I conclude that the reduced

learning rates attributed to robotic controllers did not preclude retention. Moreover,

while haptic guidance and error augmentation users trained with both a force field

and visuomotor rotation, they maintained the desired hand direction during error

clamp trials despite the absence of a robotic controller. Although motor learning is

often restricted to the training environment [9], I here found that users retained the
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trained behavior even when assistive or resistive force fields were removed.

Of course, I also identified some negative repercussions from using haptic interven-

tion. Three subjects who experienced haptic guidance during the Easy task increased

their visuomotor offset in error clamp trials, and almost mirrored the location of the

target about the y-axis. This may indicate poor learning of the intended motion

caused by passively relying on haptic guidance during training [9], or it could be that

retention also preserves the reflected actions [11]; in either case, this phenomenon

merits further study. Another concern is whether using an error clamp is suitable

for checking user’s retention. For example, by making the error clamp trials more

similar to training trials, it may be possible to preserve a visuomotor offset without

subjects ever reverting to their actual retained behavior [58]. Recent work, however,

demonstrates that decay to retained behavior is inevitable during error clamp trials,

and that the onset of this decay to retained behavior does not depend on similarities

between error clamp and training trials [61]. Furthermore, Kitago et al. [59] found

that error clamp trials are an active form of unlearning—unlike letting time elapse or

receiving veridical feedback—so retention after error clamp trials should indicate that

the trained behavior is well-remembered. Based on this research, I argue that hand

directions during error clamp trials accurately reflect a subject’s level of retention.

2.4.2 Task difficulty influences the effectiveness of reward-based rein-

forcement with haptic guidance or error augmentation

Viewed together, task difficulty and the amount of controller assistance determine how

challenging it is for users to perform a task; there is likely some relationship between

this challenge level and subject involvement. For example, using assistive training to

artificially increase the reward associated with a movement has been found to lower
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involvement by discouraging subjects from exploring potentially better alternatives

[62], which may even accelerate the rate of unlearning [63]. Lower levels of subject

involvement have previously been used to explain the detrimental effects of haptic

guidance on motor learning, while error augmentation has been shown to increase a

subject’s energy expenditure [9]. I therefore expect subjects with error augmentation

to be more engaged in the task than those trained with no controller, while the haptic

guidance users should exhibit the least involvement. Since it is difficult to directly

measure user participation in a non-invasive manner, I instead used interaction forces

during training to indicate involvement. As predicted, for both Easy and Hard tasks

error augmentation resulted in larger controller forces, suggesting more effort as well

as increased exploration. I note, however, that optimal motor learning occurs when

the task’s challenge matches subject ability, not necessarily when participation is

maximized [31, 17, 57]. Given that error augmentation led to worse retention than

haptic guidance during the Hard task, I conclude that the Hard task with error

augmentation may have been unsuitably challenging for many subjects.

Task difficulty and controller assistance also influence the trade-off between vari-

ability and success during training with reward-based reinforcement. Providing only

reward-based reinforcement is more conducive to subject variability than paradigms

which display a continuous error signal [12]. Indeed, greater amounts of movement

variability at baseline likely correspond to faster learning rates within reward-based

reinforcement paradigms [64], and increasing variability through force fields or visuo-

motor rotations can cause better retention of the trained behavior [63, 60]. Hence, the

error augmentation group should exhibit better retention than the haptic guidance

group during both Easy and Hard tasks since they had higher intra-subject variabil-

ity within the training phase. While it is important for subjects to explore multiple
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trajectories, however, subjects should also consistently reach the target in order to

maximize reinforcement [64]. I note that the haptic guidance group experienced

greater success rates than the error augmentation group, and accordingly received

more reinforcement during training. Results from the Easy task could therefore show

a balance point between increasing success but lowering variability (haptic guidance)

and increasing variability but lowering success (error augmentation), as the benefits of

each seem relatively matched. During the Hard task, it is possible that success rates

for subjects trained with error augmentation were beneath some minimum threshold,

and, as such, the desired action was not sufficiently reinforced despite having higher

variability.

2.4.3 Experimental results with haptic intervention can be interpreted

in the context of implicit vs. explicit learning

Although it is difficult to characterize the internal processes of motor learning because

we typically observe their summed output [14], current studies suggest motor learning

consists of an implicit (automatic) response to sensory prediction errors (differences

between current and expected positions) and an explicit (cognitive) adjustment to

target errors (differences between goal and reached positions) [11, 12, 13]. The im-

plicit component has been found to adapt gradually but remains insensitive to task

success, while the explicit component is likely fast-changing, motivated by reward,

and associated with retention [12, 14, 13]. Reward-based reinforcement accentuates

explicit learning because it only provides feedback of target errors [13], which may

explain why reward-based reinforcement can improve a user’s retention. Heuer and

Hegele [65] argue that there is an additional implicit process which (a) adapts to

tools manipulated by the subject and (b) is only active when the tool transforma-
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tion is present. Since the motions trained in this study were retained even when one

aspect of the tool transformation (i.e., haptic guidance or error augmentation) was

removed, however, I found that the tool-related implicit process had little effect on

subject retention. Furthermore, seeing as reward-based reinforcement in conjunction

with haptic guidance or error augmentation still led to retention, I argue that reward-

based reinforcement causes explicit learning even when haptic intervention is present.

I therefore conclude that introducing haptic intervention did not significantly impact

implicit and explicit learning during a reward-based reinforcement paradigm.

2.5 Conclusion

In this chapter I explored the applicability of reward-based reinforcement together

with different control strategies for robotic rehabilitation. Haptic guidance was used

to provide kinesthetic feedback that served to simplify the task by assisting users to

the desired path. Error augmentation provided kinesthetic feedback proportional to

the subject’s error from the desired trajectory, making task execution more difficult.

Reward-based reinforcement is an approach where subjects receive end-of-trial feed-

back (in this case, auditory) indicating successful completion of the task. During the

Easy task subjects adapted to a fixed 30◦ visuomotor rotation while experiencing con-

troller forces provided through a Touch X haptic robot. Then, subjects experienced a

perturbation (45◦ rotation), followed by evaluation of retention during an error clamp

block, where visual feedback of successful target trajectories was displayed regardless

of the input provided by the participant. During the Hard task the target location

was varied within the second quadrant in a random fashion.

For both tasks, haptic guidance produced the best performance within training

and was therefore associated with more reward-based feedback. Subjects training
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without a controller experienced the fastest learning rates, presumably because other

groups had to interpret haptic cues in addition to task cues. Both haptic guidance

and error augmentation groups showed superior performance in terms of visuomo-

tor skill retention during the Easy task. For the Hard task, the haptic guidance

group again had the highest success rate, and outperformed the error augmenta-

tion group in terms of skill retention. These findings demonstrated that for complex

tasks, haptic guidance is indeed more effective at boosting skill retention than unas-

sisted practice—as has been hypothesized—when combined with the reward-based

reinforcement scheme. Such reinforcement could positively benefit the outcomes of

robotic rehabilitation, where robot guidance and augmentation are used to influence

motor retraining following neurological injury.
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Chapter 3

Minimal Assist-as-Needed Controller for Robotic

Rehabilitation

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, I demonstrated that robotic controllers could meaningfully

contribute to the retention of rehabilitation exercises. Choosing the best control strat-

egy for rehabilitation robots, however, remains an open-ended research area. Assistive

strategies, which target a wide range of severely to mildly impaired subjects, are the

most extensively investigated controller paradigm in the rehabilitation robotics com-

munity [6], and have been shown to be the most promising techniques for promoting

recovery after stroke [66]. There is strong evidence that active participation induces

neural plasticity [67], and therefore assistive controllers should intervene minimally so

as to best promote involvement and recovery. Increasing treatment efficiency by min-

imizing robotic effort is particularly important because it reduces the overall duration

and cost of intensive therapy sessions.

To address this phenomenon, several controllers have been proposed which seek to

provide minimal amounts of robotic assistance. Impedance control—as described by

[68]—is frequently employed, and controller properties are modified based on subject

performance. Krebs et al. [21] detail an impedance scheme with both a force-field

tunnel normal to trajectory direction and a constant gain virtual back-wall on subject

velocity. Mao et al. [22] similarly utilize a force-field tunnel normal to trajectory
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direction, but maintain constant assistive tangential forces which allow movement

velocities to be completely defined by the subject. Mihelj et al. [23] include a dead-

band about the desired trajectory, and decrease the stiffness of an assistive virtual

spring when subject error is within that dead-band.

Impedance controllers can be simply implemented and have intuitive properties;

unfortunately, these control approaches fail to incorporate the time-varying capabili-

ties of a human user, and may therefore intervene incorrectly. For instance, when a

subject is not able to satisfy some pre-set performance metric, the virtual wall defined

in [21], the tangential force defined in [22] or the virtual spring defined in [23] will

provide assistive efforts with constant gain control action. The subject might still be

able to provide an input in the desired direction, however, and accordingly require

less assistance than is provided; alternatively, the subject may atypically resist desired

motions, and substantially deviate from the reference trajectory.

So as to more faithfully adjust robotic assistance in response to temporal variabil-

ities in subject performance, several adaptive control schemes have been proposed.

Emken et al. [24] use an established model of human motor adaptation to derive

an adaptive robotic controller, where assistance is reduced via a naturally-inspired

forgetting factor. Wei et al. [69] combine a feedback controller with an adaptive feed-

forward term—which is updated between tasks—to address consistent errors during

repetitive therapeutic tasks. Conversely, Proietti et al. [70] introduce a controller

which adaptively changes feedback gains on a task-by-task basis, effectively modulat-

ing the impedance to match subject ability.

I argue, however, that providing minimal assistance only becomes possible when

the subject’s functional capability is known; adaptive controllers that incorporate

subject input estimation are often applied for this purpose. In particular, Gaussian
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radial basis networks have attracted considerable interest due to their universal ap-

proximation property [71]. Inclusion of Gaussian radial basis networks in adaptive

control algorithms was previously proposed for both real-time robot control [72] and

arm motion modeling purposes [73]. This approach fundamentally assumes subject

input to be position dependent, and estimates that input via Gaussian radial basis

functions distributed throughout the workspace.

Wolbrecht et al. [25] first employed an adaptive controller with Gaussian radial

basis functions (RBFs) for the purposes of robotic rehabilitation. To ensure con-

tinuous subject engagement, the authors include an adaption law which decreases

assistive forces—i.e., “forgets” the estimated subject input—whenever tracking er-

rors are small. This approach is problematic, however, because estimates of subject

input are necessarily perturbed by the forgetting factor. Pehlivan et al. [26] also use

RBFs, but decouple input estimation and engagement problems by directly manipu-

lating the subject’s positional error bounds. Both [27] and [74] improve the estimation

ability of [25] through directionally dependent radial basis functions.

For a Gaussian radial basis network to accurately estimate a subject’s functional

capability, that subject’s ability to complete tasks must be strictly a function of their

position in the workspace. While this consistency may be reasonably expected from

healthy individuals, it is not necessarily present in neurologically impaired subjects—

consider the effects of movement disorders [75] and varying velocities [76, 77] on torque

production and reaching capabilities. Furthermore, adaptation laws contained within

the approaches described above do not guarantee that parameters will converge to

their true values, except under special conditions. As such, accurate estimation of

subject input is not ensured at all times.

In this chapter I introduce a minimal assist-as-needed (mAAN) controller which
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utilizes sensorless force estimation to independently determine subject capability at

each moment in time—without assuming any underlying pattern—before providing

a corresponding assistance with adjustable ultimate bounds on position error. The

adaptive input estimation scheme employs a Kalman filter in conjunction with Lya-

punov stability analysis, and is shown to yield fast, stable, and accurate estimation

regardless of subject interaction. Finally, in order to promote active participation of

subjects with various capability levels, I introduce two additional algorithms: a bound

modification algorithm which alters allowable error, and a decayed disturbance rejec-

tion algorithm which lets able subjects exceed the desired trajectory. The algorithms

are demonstrated experimentally by healthy subjects operating a preexisting rehabil-

itation robot.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 introduces the experimental hard-

ware, Section 3.3 derives the sensorless force estimator, and Section 3.4 incorporates

that estimation within the proposed control law. Additional algorithms to improve

subject-adaptivity are detailed in Section 3.5, and the mAAN controller is subse-

quently tested in Section 3.6. Finally, the conclusions of this research and remarks

for future work are presented in Section 4.5.

3.2 Hardware Description and System Modeling

I used the RiceWrist-S [78], a three degree-of-freedom (DOF) forearm-wrist exoskele-

ton, as the experimental platform (see Fig. 3.1). This serial manipulator is capable

of independently actuating the user’s forearm and wrist DOFs; pronation/supination

(PS), flexion/extension (FE), and radial/ulnar deviation (RU) can all be controlled.

The RiceWrist-S also incorporates a passive and redundant DOF at the handle to

account for any axial misalignments between subject and mechanism.
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Figure 3.1 : The RiceWrist-S, a robotic rehabilitation device used to experimentally
validate the proposed controller. A force sensor was attached at the handle, and
unused DOFs (PS & RU) were physically constrained.

In order to render low friction and backlash, the device employs both a brushless

DC motor to directly drive the PS joint, and brushed DC actuators with cable drive

transmissions for FE and RU joints. Previous work [78] has shown that the RiceWrist-

S achieves low apparent inertia, corresponds with the desired range-of-motion, and

provides torque outputs appropriate for rehabilitation applications.

The manipulator dynamics can be represented in the traditional form:

M(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ + g(q) = τr + τp (3.1)

where q is a 3 × 1 vector of joint positions, M is the 3 × 3 inertial matrix, C is the

3×3 matrix which represents Coriolis/centrifugal terms, g is the 3×1 gravity vector,

τr is the 3× 1 vector of torques applied by the actuators and τp is the 3× 1 vector of

torques applied by the subject and mapped into joint space.

I implemented the subsequently proposed mAAN controller on the FE joint of

this RiceWrist-S manipulator. Static friction, inertia, and viscous friction have been
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experimentally identified for this joint. Static friction was estimated from the system

response to a ramp position input; inertia and viscous friction were determined by

investigating the system response to a step position command. I used the modified

logarithmic decrement method presented in [79], which isolates inertial and viscous

effects responsible for exponential decay of the system’s free vibration.

3.3 Sensorless Force Estimation

Force sensors can be used to measure the subject’s applied force in real time; however,

these sensors increase system cost and raise stability concerns [80]. Motivated by a

desire to avoid adding force sensors, a variety of “sensorless” force estimation methods

employ motors, compliance, or position sensors already incorporated within the robot.

Sensorless force estimation techniques exploit differences between the expected and

actual manipulator configurations to continuously approximate disturbances applied

to the system. Here I briefly review motor and compliance-based force estimators,

before providing a more detailed analysis of model-based force estimation.

For some robots, it is possible to indirectly measure disturbances using motor

torques—but motor torques are noisy, particularly if gears are present [81]. Alterna-

tively, this force measurement problem can be converted into a position measurement

problem by incorporating compliant elements. Compliance has been implemented at

the mechanical level with series elastic actuators [33], and at the controls level via

virtual springs [82]. Within the realm of rehabilitation robotics, compliance is partic-

ularly attractive because it improves backdrivability and safety during human-robot

interaction [47]. Despite these benefits, introducing compliant elements augments

design complexity; as such, for systems simply seeking force estimation, compliance

might not be the most convenient solution.
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In this work I apply model-based estimation, where plant dynamics and input-

output data are used to mathematically extract the disturbance. Given joint posi-

tions, velocities, and accelerations, it is trivial to solve the equations of motion for

disturbances; in practice, an observer can be used to measure unknown disturbances

using incomplete and noisy states. State and disturbance observers are surveyed in

[83]. If a robotic manipulator’s joint positions and velocities are known, I recommend

the well-established nonlinear disturbance observer outlined by [84]. Model-based

methods are attractive because they (a) provide theoretical guarantees of estimated

disturbance accuracy, unlike measured motor torques, and (b) do not mandate design

modifications, in contrast to compliant elements.

One drawback of model-based disturbance estimation is that the robot’s inertial

matrix inverse must typically be calculated. Another flaw is the assumption that

disturbances are constant; unless a prediction of future disturbances is available—

as might be the case when performing iterative tasks—the resultant estimation trails

fluctuating disturbances. Finally, if the plant model is inaccurate, this method cannot

correctly distinguish between responses caused by known and unknown inputs; the

estimated disturbances therefore include both external forces (τp) and unmodeled

dynamics (τm). While this effect may be undesirable, I will show that model-based

disturbance estimation can still be quite convenient. For now, formally denote the

disturbance which model-based approaches seek to estimate as

d = τp + τm (3.2)

Applying my disturbance definition, the robot manipulator dynamics (3.1) can be

rewritten

M̂(q)q̈ + Ĉ(q, q̇)q̇ + ĝ(q) = τr + d (3.3)
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The ensuing paragraphs describe a model-based estimator that yields an approximate

disturbance measurement consistent with these equations of motion.

I elected to use a modified version of the sensorless force estimator proposed

by Jung et al. [29], which employs a Kalman filter in conjunction with Lyapunov

stability analysis. Since the system measures joint positions but not their derivative,

estimation of the system states—i.e., joint position and velocity—is desired alongside

force estimation. In the presence of zero-mean white Gaussian noise, Kalman filters

minimize the L2-norm of estimation error; I introduce a Kalman filter to address

testimation problem, from which I ultimately derive both a disturbance adaption law

and an observer of the aforementioned states. Kalman filters have previously been

incorporated in disturbance observers for applications with human-robot interaction

[85]. Although dual or joint Kalman filters [86] could have been used for both state

and disturbance estimation, interleaving Lyapunov analysis offers an assurance of

system stability and safety. Here I overview the derivation provided by [29] and

emphasize the modifications. I will primarily use the variable conventions given in

[87], where an intuitive explanation of the Kalman filter equations can also be found.

The above nonlinear dynamics (3.3) converted into stochastic state space form are

posed

ẋ = F̂ (x)x+ Ĝ(x)
(
τr + d− ĝ(x)

)
+ nv

y = Hx+ nw

(3.4)

where F̂ , Ĝ, and ĝ are matrices encoding the estimated dynamic model, x = (qT , q̇T )T

is the state vector, y is the measurement vector, nv is the process noise with covariance

Σv, and nw is the sensor noise with covariance Σw. The square matrix H maps

states to outputs, and is presumed to be nonsingular—potentially requiring the use

of derivatives and/or integration. Kalman filter estimates of the state vector (x̂),
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measurement vector (ŷ), and error covariance matrix (P ) are given by

˙̂x = F̂ (x̂)x̂+ Ĝ(x̂)
(
τr + d̂− ĝ(x̂)

)
−R(ŷ − y)

ŷ = Hx̂

Ṗ = F̂ (x̂)P + PF̂ (x̂)T + Σv − PHTS−1HP

(3.5)

where d̂ is the estimated disturbance vector, R is the weighting matrix between pre-

dicted and observed outputs, and P is the solution to the continuous time Riccati

equation. According to [87], R = PHTS−1, where S is the residual covariance.

Assume F̂ (x) ≈ F̂ (x̂), Ĝ(x) ≈ Ĝ(x̂), and ĝ(x) ≈ ĝ(x̂), noting that errors here may

lead to bounded stability. This approximation—along with the dynamics formulation—

will conveniently facilitate the use of a classical observer, without requiring the lin-

earization applied by [29]. Let e = x̂−x and ed = d̂−d, then use the notation ē and ēd

to represent their moving average; by substituting in the state-space representations

(3.4) and (3.5), I obtain the ensuing dynamic error equation

˙̄e =
(
F̂ (x̂)−RH

)
ē+ Ĝ(x̂)ēd (3.6)

If F̂ (x̂) − RH and Ĝ(x̂) are linearly independent, as is the case for robotic manipu-

lators, a unique equilibrium exists at ē = ēd = 0.

Applying Lyapunov stability analysis as described in [88] and [89], this equilibrium

is stable when the following conditions are met. Consider the Lyapunov function

Vo(e, ed) =
1

2
ēTΨē+

1

2
ēTd Γ−1ēd (3.7)

where Ψ and Γ are user-selected symmetric positive definite weighting matrices. No-

tice I use a constant Ψ rather than the time variant P suggested by [29]—including

P adds an uncanceled Ṗ term to the derivative of the Lyapunov function, and hence
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the proof found in [29] only applies at steady state (Ṗ = 0). Now if I compute V̇o

along the trajectories of the system and recall ḋ = 0, I instead obtain

V̇o(e, ed) = ēTΨ
(
F̂ (x̂)− PHTS−1H

)
ē+ ēTd

[
Ĝ(x̂)TΨē+ Γ−1 ˙̂

d
]

(3.8)

Select the residual covariance inverse and estimated disturbance derivative to be

S−1 = (HT )−1P−1
(
F̂ (x̂) + αI

)
H−1

˙̂
d = −ΓĜ(x̂)TΨH−1(ŷ − y)

(3.9)

where α is a strictly positive constant. The choice of S−1 ensures the matrix F̂ (x̂)−

RH is stable, while the expression for
˙̂
d provides an adaption law; plugging (3.9) back

into (3.8) desirably yields V̇o = −ēTαΨē. Since V̇o does not contain any ēd terms, I

can only conclude that V̇o is negative semi-definite, and hence the system is stable in

the sense of Lyapunov.

A stronger conclusion is attained by recognizing that V̇o is monotonically decreas-

ing, which implies that Vo, ē, and ēd are bounded. Because (a) V̇o is quadratic in ē,

(b) the state estimation error ē is a square integrable function, and (c) ˙̄e is bounded,

I can apply Barbalat’s Lemma to prove that ē → 0 as t → ∞. Furthermore, the

adaption law converges to true values (ēd → 0 as t → ∞) in the presence of certain

inputs. Although I will not here detail these necessary excitations, I will demonstrate

in Section 3.4 that bounded errors in disturbance estimation are sufficient for my pur-

poses. I therefore conclude that both the state and disturbance estimation converge

to the moving average of their actual values so long as suitable conditions are met

(see Fig. 3.2).

During implementation users will need to tune the gain matrices; fortunately, some

intuition can be used to guide the selection of Ψ, Γ, and α. The diagonal indexes of Ψ

determine the relative importance of position and velocity estimation errors, and affect
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Figure 3.2 : Disturbance and state measurements found using the proposed sensorless
force estimator on a single joint of the RiceWrist-S. The applied torque is a chirp signal
sweeping from an initial frequency of 0.1 Hz to a maximum frequency of 1 Hz at 25 s.
Position estimation errors were found by subtracting the estimated joint values from
the motor’s encoder readings. The maximum disturbance estimation error is less than
8% of the disturbance’s amplitude, and the position estimation error is always smaller
than 0.1◦.

the corresponding rates of convergence. The magnitude of Γ influences the system’s

sensitivity to disturbances—diagonal Γ elements can also be biased to vary individual

joints’ sensitivity. Finally, the constant α acts like the inverse of the sensor noise

covariance Σw; higher values of α indicate that the sensor readings are more believable,

while lower values of α suggest that the model is more accurate. Since the states

can often be directly measured through some combination of sensors, derivatives,

and/or integration, frequently H = I and the above equations are simplified. In the

following sections I employ this Kalman filter with Lyapunov analysis for sensorless

force estimation.
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3.4 mAAN Control Law

I posit that an AAN controller for rehabilitation exercises should (a) help subjects

complete desired motions, while (b) encouraging active participation and (c) providing

the minimum required assistance [25]. Accordingly, I propose an mAAN controller of

the form

τr = τb − d̂ (3.10)

where τb signifies a baseline controller, d̂ indicates the model-based disturbance es-

timate, and τr represents the total controller input. This mAAN controller has the

same structure as those previously demonstrated by [25] and [26], which both em-

ploy a PD baseline controller and feedforward disturbance rejection term. In [25] and

[26] the disturbance estimate was found as a function of workspace position—here,

however, the subject forces are dynamically measured without any such positional

dependency.

The logic behind this mAAN controller design comes directly from its intended

application. If the estimated disturbance is equal to the applied disturbance, then

system behavior is governed by a baseline controller; should that baseline controller

be designed for trajectory tracking, then “perfect” disturbance rejection ensures de-

sired movements. In practice, sensorless disturbance estimation is never exact (see

Section 3.3)—as a result, applied perturbations affect tracking error and hence sub-

ject passivity is discouraged. Whenever subjects contribute to a motion, the amount

of robotic assistance is reduced accordingly; on the other hand, while subjects are

unable to perform a task, the mAAN controller works to offset their applied distur-

bance. Taken to an extreme, if the subject completes an action flawlessly, then the

controller provides no aid—alternatively, if the subject remains inactive, then the
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controller outputs torques requisite to perform the planned motion, albeit with some

tracking error.

Including disturbance rejection within the mAAN controller is theoretically bene-

ficial because it cancels out unknown plant dynamics. Since model-based disturbance

estimation considers any deviation from the model as a disturbance, subtracting the

resulting estimate drives the plant to behave like the model. Active disturbance re-

jection control—which has recently garnered considerable attention—relies upon this

concept; as argued by [90], disturbance rejection transforms the system identification

problem into an estimation problem. Depending on the time delay and magnitude

of modeling errors, one may purposely select erroneous but desired plant dynamics

within a disturbance rejection control scheme so long as the small-gain theorem is

upheld [88]. The implications for the mAAN controller are noteworthy—although a

correct model is still necessary to purely measure applied torques, slightly incorrect

parameterization does not harm closed-loop system performance. This property of

disturbance rejection is leveraged within my controller stability analysis.

I selected the passivity-based motion control law proposed by [30] and detailed in

[89] for the baseline controller. Given a twice-differentiable reference trajectory, let

us express the position error in joint space as q̃ = q− qd. Define the sliding variables

v = q̇d − Λq̃

a = v̇

r = q̇ − v

(3.11)

where Λ is a positive definite matrix which determines the weight of position errors

relative to velocity errors. The baseline controller can then be written

τb = M̂(q)a+ Ĉ(q, q̇)v + ĝ(q)−KDr (3.12)
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whereKD is a positive definite gain matrix. The baseline controller therefore functions

as a PD controller, where KD and KDΛ serve as the derivative and proportional gains,

respectively—rules guiding the selection of KD are subsequently derived. If desired,

this formulation can be converted into task space via the manipulator’s kinematics and

Jacobian matrix. Implementation of the passivity-based motion controller requires

real-time knowledge of the reference trajectory, model dynamics, and system states;

these prerequisites do not alter computational demand, however, as (a) the model

equations of motion are also solved within the disturbance observer, and (b) the best

estimate of joint positions and velocities is found through my Kalman filter approach.

Combining the baseline controller (3.12), mAAN control law (3.10), and modified

manipulator dynamics (3.3), I obtain

M̂(q)ṙ + Ĉ(q, q̇)r +KDr + ed = 0 (3.13)

Imagine for a moment that d̂ is not calculated through estimation, but is precisely

measured by some external device. In this idealized case, Lyapunov stability analysis

can prove r to be at least uniformly ultimately bounded using the candidate function

Vc(r) =
1

2
rTM(q)r (3.14)

Having independently established stability conditions for both the disturbance ob-

server and controlled system, I now seek to verify the stability of the composite

controller (3.10) which integrates d̂ estimates from the disturbance observer (3.9); I

here follow the method developed by [91]. Because sensor noise is present, persistent

excitations are unassured, and disturbances are time variant, the numerical estimate

d̂ is inexact—hence, I must also consider controller stability when ed 6= 0.

Choose the Lyapunov candidate function

V (e, ed, r) = Vo(e, ed) + Vc(r) (3.15)
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By taking its time derivative, substituting the robot dynamics, and applying the skew

symmetry property, I find

V̇ (e, ed, r) = −ēTαΨē− rTKDr + rT
(
M̃(q)ṙ + C̃(q, q̇)r − ed

)
(3.16)

where M̃(q) = M(q) − M̂(q), C̃(q, q̇) = C(q, q̇) − Ĉ(q, q̇), and g̃(q) = g(q) − ĝ(q).

By virtue of the formulation in (3.3), g̃(q) is included within ed. Allow ‖ · ‖ to here-

after symbolize the L2-norm. Using the inequality yTx ≤ ‖y‖‖x‖ and remembering

λmin(KD) is a lower bound on KD—where λmin(KD) denotes the minimum eigenvalue

of KD—it is obvious that V̇ can be bounded as

V̇ (e, ed, r) ≤ −λmin(KD)‖r‖2 + ‖r‖ · ‖M̃(q)ṙ + C̃(q, q̇)r − ed‖ (3.17)

Let us introduce a constant θ, such that 0 < θ < 1, in order to put the previous

inequality in the following form

V̇ (e, ed, r) ≤ (θ − 1)λmin(KD)‖r‖2 − θλmin(KD)‖r‖2 + ‖r‖ · ‖M̃(q)ṙ + C̃(q, q̇)r − ed‖

(3.18)

Thus, V̇ ≤ (θ − 1)λmin(KD)‖r‖2 ∀ r if the following inequality is satisfied

‖r‖ ≥ ‖M̃(q)ṙ + C̃(q, q̇)r − ed‖
θλmin(KD)

(3.19)

I therefore conclude that the coupled mAAN controller and model-based distur-

bance estimate yield a tracking error with uniformly ultimately bounded stability (see

Fig. 3.3). A rigorous description of the ultimate bound follows. Although the pro-

posed Lyapunov function (3.15) depends on multiple states, I here aim to define an

upper bound for the trajectory error r. The inequality identified in (3.19) enables us

to conclude that the trajectory error r is uniformly ultimately bounded; this ultimate

bound on trajectory error can be explicitly calculated with the following bounding
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class κ functions, which are always possible to find [88]

α1(‖r‖) ≤ V (e, ed, r) ≤ α2(‖r‖) (3.20)

The ultimate bound Bu on trajectory error r can be defined in a rather conservative

way [88] as

Bu = α−1
1

(
α2(‖µ‖)

)
(3.21)

where µ is the limiting term which satisfies V̇ < 0 ∀ ‖r‖ ≥ µ ≥ 0.

The stability analysis described via equations (3.7-3.9) indicates that the state

estimation error e and disturbance estimation error ed are bounded, and enables us

to define an upper bound as follows

1

2
ēTΨē+

1

2
ēTd Γ−1ēd ≤ D (3.22)

The bounding functions of the Lyapunov function (3.15) can be identified considering

both the relation given in (3.22) and the fact that the inertia matrix itself is both

positive definite and bounded [92]. Hence, the subsequent inequality can be written

for the proposed Lyapunov function

1

2
λmin(M)‖r‖2 ≤ V (e, ed, r) ≤

1

2
λmax(M)‖r‖2 +D (3.23)

where λmin and λmax are the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of inertia matrix M

throughout a given workspace. I note that the left and right sides of (3.23) correspond

to α1(‖r‖) and α2(‖r‖), respectively. By using the right hand side of the inequality

(3.19) as the limiting term µ, and utilizing the bounding functions defined in (3.23),

the ultimate bound on the trajectory error r can be calculated via (3.21)

Bu =

√
λmax(M)‖M̃(q)ṙ + C̃(q, q̇)r − ed‖2 +D

λmin(M)θ2λ2
min(KD)

(3.24)
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Figure 3.3 : Tracking error on a single joint of the RiceWrist-S using mAAN control
and disturbance observer estimates with both varying KD values and disturbance
amplitudes. Applied torques were sinusoidal, with 1 Hz frequency and amplitude
DA. The robot was commanded to maintain a stationary pose. As KD increases
the error bounds tighten; here the amount of error r resulting from an identical input
decreases in response to increased KD. Disturbances with greater amplitude desirably
create larger errors.

Should M̃ → 0, C̃ → 0, and ed → 0, this analysis demonstrates ‖r‖ → 0 and

the system is globally asymptotically stable. Throughout this proof I assumed ‖r‖

to be bounded—since the amount of force which a subject can physically realize is

naturally limited, it follows that the amount of induced error must be non-infinite.

Of particular interest is the inclusion of KD within the bounded set description;

by varying the user-selected gain matrix KD, I can directly manipulate the bounds

on the allowable tracking error. For instance, it may be desirable to decrease the

allowable tracking error when subjects are attempting to learn a motion—once those

subjects demonstrate proficiency, however, the radius of ultimate boundedness can be

increased to challenge subject ability (or vice versa). The mAAN controller presented

here is experimentally validated in subsequent sections.
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3.5 Subject-Adaptive Algorithms

By incorporating estimated subject forces within the mAAN controller, I provide

minimum required assistance, encourage active participation, and ensure the comple-

tion of desired motions; however, unless properly challenged, subjects may still let

the robot take control [32]. “Challenge” here refers to difficulty, which implies both

the range of acceptable error and degree of robotic assistance. For more impaired

subjects, reduced challenges (smaller allowable errors, increased assistance) might be

necessary to successfully track trajectories; conversely, less impaired subjects may

complete reference movements when greater challenges (larger allowable errors, de-

creased assistance) are present. The absence of assistance, resistance [93], or even

perturbations [10] may best render challenges which promote learning.

In order to adapt challenges to subject capability, I include an algorithm which

modulates the allowable error bound based on previous performance. I here exploit

the phenomenon that errors combined with visual feedback provide an impetus for

active involvement—indeed, error is likely a driving signal for motor learning [94].

Altering error bounds can be interpreted as changing the cross-sectional radius of a

desired trajectory; this radius is here modulated according to subject ability. Further-

more, in cases where a subject is consistently able to surpass the desired trajectory,

it may be sensible to enable that subject to complete the task in less time than is

typically alloted. For this purpose, I have implemented an algorithm which decays

resistive forces when movement speed exceeds the given trajectory. The decay term is

continuously altered based on the subject’s current ability, without regard to behav-

iors exhibited during other tasks; contrastingly, the allowable error bound is discretely

adjusted between tasks, and considers average performance on a task-by-task basis.

Viewed together, these subject-adaptive algorithms aim to ensure that all users—
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regardless of ability—are challenged, and therefore encourage active participation for

more rapid recovery.

3.5.1 Error Bound Modification Algorithm

Since trajectory errors are ultimately bounded by (3.24), changing the feedback gain

KD modifies allowable error; a high KD tightens error bounds, while a low KD re-

laxes error bounds. I here introduce r∗, a user-specified maximum allowable average

trajectory error. By comparing r∗ to the current tasks’s average error, r̄i, this algo-

rithm updates the feedback gain for the next task, KD,i+1. This formulation is loosely

similar to what was detailed in [26], where KD,i+1 is computed by (a) comparing the

subject’s performance to predetermined minimum and maximum average errors, and

then (b) linearly interpolating between preset feedback gains. Here, however, KD,i+1

is modulated in a more direct and responsive manner through both using r∗ and ac-

counting for prior performance. More specifically, the algorithm I propose compares

r̄i to r̄i−1, the subject’s average error during the previous task.

Discrete computation of the feedback gain occurs at the end of each task, and is

carried out as follows

KD,i+1 = (1 + xi)KD,i (3.25)

where xi, the change rate which satisfies 0 < |xi| < 1, can be formulated as

xi = xnom
r̄i − r∗

r∗

(
|r̄i − r∗|
|r̄i−1 − r∗|

)sign(r∗−r̄i)

(3.26)

and xnom is a predetermined, constant, nominal change rate. The sign of xi is deter-

mined by comparing the average error in the current task to the maximum allowable

error. For example, if r̄i is smaller than r∗, the algorithm dictates that the subject

is able to provide better error performance than expected, and hence the feedback
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gain decreases for the subsequent task. The magnitude of xi depends upon the first

and second multiplier terms of xnom in (3.26); magnitude thus considers both the

difference between actual and maximum error and performance changes over time.

Unlike forgetting factors used to alter robotic assistance—for example, [25]—my

proposed error bound modification algorithm does not perturb the controller’s esti-

mate of subject capability and strictly regulates the maximum amount of allowable

error, yielding more rigorous assurances of stable human-robot interaction. I ulti-

mately feel the algorithm provides clinicians a straightforward means to select what

errors are and are not acceptable; hence, my algorithm makes the mAAN controller

more suitable for applications in rehabilitation robotics. This algorithm could be ad-

justed so as to adapt error bounds based on other performance metrics—such as those

quantifying movement quality and smoothness—but tracking error was here selected

because of its intuitiveness.

3.5.2 Disturbance Rejection Decay Algorithm

The error bound modification algorithm constrains users within some radius of the

desired trajectory. I next alleviate that constraint by allowing fast, intentional move-

ments towards the goal while maintaining the controller’s ultimate boundedness char-

acteristics.

In order to reduce resistance of able subjects, I modify the mAAN control law

(3.10). According to this modification, when (a) the subject’s position is closer to the

target than the desired position, and (b) the subject is inputing force in the target

direction, the control law becomes

τr = τb − F d̂ (3.27)

where F is a decay term which satisfies 0 < F < 1. This alteration matches with
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our intuition; if a subject is consistently able to provide force input toward the goal,

the controller should be able to allow this “good” disturbance instead of rejecting

it. Furthermore, when implementing the disturbance rejection decay algorithm in

conjunction with the error bound modification algorithm, r = 0 while subjects surpass

the reference trajectory.

The decay term F is calculated at every sampling time

Fi = (1 + ν)Fi−1 (3.28)

where

ν =


νdec, if q̇dτp > 0

νinc, else

(3.29)

such that vdec < 0 and vinc > 0. The above relationship decreases the term F

at a rate of νdec so long as the subject’s force input is in the direction of desired

velocity—on the other hand, F increases with a rate of νinc if the subject reverses

input direction. In order to decrease disturbance rejection and move faster than

a desired trajectory, consistently correct movement is required. For instance, in a

scenario where impaired subjects produce fast but jerky motions, the proposed decay

term would balance conflicting tendencies; F here decreases in response to inputs

directed towards the goal, but then increases when no torque or erroneous torques

are applied. Of course this algorithm is purely optional, and can be omitted in

cases where improving movement quality is favored over enabling increased subject

participation.
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3.6 Experiments

I conducted a series of experiments to evaluate the mAAN controller’s performance

and validate the subject-adaptive algorithms. All experiments were implemented on

the FE joint of the RiceWrist-S, which served as a one DOF testbed for the sake

of simplicity. The controller was realized using Matlab/Simulink (The MathWorks,

Inc.), and data acquisition at a sampling rate of 1 KHz was achieved using QuaRC

(Quanser Inc.). Furthermore, a six axis nano-17 force sensor (ATI Ind. Autom.)

was employed for evaluation purposes. Experiments involving healthy subjects were

performed with approval from the Rice University Institutional Review Board.

3.6.1 Estimation of Subject Capability

In this experiment I seek to compare the force estimation quality of the proposed

mAAN controller—which is based upon a Kalman filter (KF)—to widely used adap-

tive procedures derived from Gaussian radial basis functions (RBF). The control law

(3.10) is executed on the FE joint of the RiceWrist-S for two cases: one where d̂ is

calculated using my KF approach (3.9), and a second where d̂ is estimated using the

RBF procedure.

As indicated in Section 4.1, Gaussian RBFs have been extensively used to model

human input for robotic rehabilitation applications [25, 26, 27, 74]. This approach

necessarily assumes subject torque to be strictly position dependent, and represents

that input as a weighted sum of Gaussian RBFs distributed throughout the motion

workspace. Using an adaption law which considers instantaneous position and velocity

errors as well as the user’s “proximity” to each RBF, this procedure “updates” the

RBF weights. For a more detailed description, see [26].

Although position dependent input torques are presumably present in healthy
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individuals, the same is not necessarily true for neurologically impaired subjects

[75, 76, 77]. I therefore want to evaluate the estimation capabilities of KF and RBF

approaches when both position and non-position dependent inputs are provided. In

order to consistently simulate subject input, an intrinsic disturbance was incorpo-

rated as a feedforward term in the controller input. For the first sixty seconds that

disturbance resisted manipulator movement by acting as a virtual spring; since spring

force is directly related to manipulator position, this exemplified a position dependent

torque. After sixty seconds had elapsed, non-position dependent sine-waves with 1.5,

3.0 and 4.5 Hz frequencies and 0.05 Nm amplitude were consecutively added at twenty

second intervals. The manipulator’s desired trajectory was defined as a sine-wave with

0.25 Hz frequency and 20◦ amplitude. For the Gaussian RBF adaptation, seventeen

RBFs with 5◦ function width were defined throughout the trajectory (in accordance

with [26] for a single DOF); I attempted to select parameters that provided the best

RBF performance.

Fig. 3.4 shows the ratio between the L2 norm of disturbance estimation errors and

the L2 norm of the applied disturbance for both KF and RBF techniques—as well

as the L2-norm of applied non-position dependent disturbances—over twenty second

periods. For the first sixty seconds the RBFs adapt to position dependent inputs, and

hence their estimation improves; during the second sixty seconds, however, that esti-

mation degrades due to the inclusion of non-position dependent disturbances which

cannot be accurately modeled because of underlying assumptions in the RBF method.

On the other hand, I can see that the KF approach provides relatively constant perfor-

mance (disturbance estimation errors remain between 8.47% and 10.17%) regardless

of whether non-position dependent disturbances are present; this indicates that the

KF technique is more capable of capturing the range of dynamic behaviors which
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Figure 3.4 : Comparison of an RBF approach and the proposed mAAN controller
during subject input estimation. The bar graph represents the ratio of the L2 norm
of the disturbance estimation error to the L2 norm of the applied disturbance for
both techniques over twenty second intervals. The green dots signify the magni-
tude of non-position dependent disturbances present over the same intervals—note
that non-position dependent disturbances were only added during the second half of
this experiment. Parameters for both approaches were selected to provide optimal
performance on the FE joint of the RiceWrist-S.

may be exhibited by neurologically impaired subjects. I also note that while RBF

estimation errors seem to converge toward the KF technique’s performance when only

position dependent inputs are present, comparable performance is not achieved within

sixty seconds. Through this experiment I have demonstrated that the force estimation

quality of the mAAN controller compares favorably to state-of-the-art Gaussian RBF

procedures, both in terms of speed and consistency. I conclude that the proposed

mAAN controller is therefore better suited to determine subject capability.

3.6.2 Validation of the Error Bound Modification Algorithm

I next sought to experimentally examine how the error bound modification algorithm

responded to changes in subject involvement; specifically, I aimed to demonstrate that
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Figure 3.5 : Visual interace used for human-robot experiments. The torus (orange)
represents a subject’s actual position, the small ball (white) indicates desired position,
and the highlighted sphere (blue) marks the current target. Other spheres (white)
correspond with the center and opposite periphery.

the proposed algorithm can regulate a subject’s independence from the exoskeleton.

This experiment was performed on the RiceWrist-S with ten healthy subjects, all of

which used their dominant arm.

Subjects were instructed to change their involvement strategy during a 180 sec-

ond series of pointing tasks—“passive” for the first ninety seconds, then “active” for

the second ninety seconds. Healthy subjects simulated “passive” inability by keeping

their hand relaxed while holding the device handle. When “active,” subjects moved

intentionally to match the desired trajectory; in this segment a visual display was

shown to indicate the actual position, desired trajectory, and randomly assigned tar-

get (see Fig. 3.5). The total allocated time to move from center-to-periphery and

periphery-to-center was three seconds per task. Initial, minimum, and maximum

feedback gains were assigned to be 10−2, 10−5, and 0.5 Nm·s/rad, respectively. The

feedback gain KD was updated according to (3.25) at the end of every task.

The user-specified r∗ term employed in (3.26) defines a maximum allowable av-

erage trajectory error; KD varies in accordance to the relationship between r∗ and

subject performance. I verified this correlation by testing four different r∗ values,

ranging from 5 · 10−3 to 2 · 10−2 rad/s, in four subject trials. An r∗ value was ran-

domly assigned at the start of each 180 second test, and subjects took breaks between
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.6 : Effect of error bound modification algorithm on feedback gain and av-
erage error. (a) Adapting bounds to subject performance: feedback gains for passive
subjects (task no. 1-30) are higher than for involved subjects (task no. 31-60). As the
allowable error decreases, the magnitude of robotic assistance increases. (b) Demon-
stration of ultimate boundedness: users are constrained to have an average error less
than or equal to r∗. The plotted points represent the mean error across all sub-
jects and the shaded regions depict the corresponding variance. As the bound radius
increases, subjects display more independence from the given trajectory.

trials in order to minimize fatigue effects.

Fig. 3.6 depicts the average feedback gain and error as functions of task number

(time) and r∗ across all ten subjects. Tasks 1-30 (i.e, 0-90 seconds) correspond with

passive interaction while tasks 31-60 (i.e., 90-180 seconds) reflect active involvement.

The experimental results in Fig. 3.6(a) indicate that KD increased when subjects

failed to participate; as the allowable average trajectory error decreased, the feedback

gain grew to greater magnitudes in a faster manner. This trend likely stems from

(3.26), where the rate of change for KD is determined by comparing average trajectory

error to r∗. On the other hand, while subjects actively participated KD decreased with

roughly a first-order decay for all assigned r∗ values. When r∗ was sufficiently small,

however, KD did not approach zero—this is because users were unable to complete

the tasks unassisted with an average error less than r∗.

Experimental results shown in Fig. 3.6(b) demonstrate that error bound adjust-
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ments ensured r was less than or equal to r∗. As r∗ decreases, more robotic assis-

tance is required even for healthy, active subjects to maintain the desired error level;

but when r∗ increases above some physically realizable threshold, less assistance is

required and subjects are allowed both greater movement variability and indepen-

dence. The effects of transitioning from passive to active induced noticeable error

spikes in cases where the r∗ constraints were lessened. Examination of the actua-

tor torque time-series data averaged across all subjects demonstrated that (a) the

amount of robotic assistance for passive subjects was uninfluenced by r∗ values, and

(b) the amount of robotic assistance for active subjects increased as r∗ decreased;

predictably, greater actuator torques were required for passive tasks than during ac-

tive participation. I conclude that the error bound modification algorithm can adjust

KD based on subject performance in order to enforce user-specified ultimate bounds.

3.6.3 Validation of Disturbance Rejection Decay Algorithm

To demonstrate that the proposed decay algorithm can decrease the rejection of

“good” disturbances—i.e., subject inputs directed toward the goal while consistently

moving faster than some given trajectory— I conducted an experiment with ten

healthy subjects. Subjects were instructed to use their dominant arm and observe

the visual feedback presented in Fig. 3.5. Whenever a target was highlighted, the

subject attempted to move toward that goal at a comfortable speed. I specified a

desired trajectory which allocated three seconds to move from center-to-periphery and

periphery-to-center—this trajectory was designed to be slower than typical subject

movements. The initial, minimum, and maximum feedback gains and the r∗ value

were assigned as 10−2, 10−5, and 0.5 Nm·s/rad and 0.05 rad/s, respectively.

The mAAN controller was implemented with and without the disturbance rejec-
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.7 : Controller and subject performance while varying the rejection of “good”
disturbances. “DRDA” here indicates the presence of the disturbance rejection decay
algorithm. (a) Effect of decay term on controller action: the average decay term F
(blue line) and root mean squares of average actuator torques τr over 120 s intervals
(yellow bars) decrease when subjects consistently demonstrate the capability to cor-
rectly surpass a given trajectory. (b) Average trajectories with and without the decay
algorithm: permitting able movements allows the subject to more quickly attain the
target position and therefore encourages involvement.

tion decay algorithm in four alternating segments; the decay algorithm was included

for segments one and three (shaded gray in Fig. 3.7(a)), while segments two and four

exclusively used the mAAN controller. Each segment was 120 seconds long. In the

first and third segments the decay term F is modified based on subject performance

according to (3.29). So as to maintain consistency during the experiment, I kept νdec

and νinc rates constant for all subjects. In practice these rates could be modulated

for subjects with different reaction capabilities.

Examining the experimental results reveals that the disturbance rejection decay

algorithm decreased resistive controller actions (Fig. 3.7(a)) and allowed subject-

defined faster motions (Fig. 3.7(b)). The collective representation of actuator torques

given in Fig. 7(a) is supported by time series data which demonstrates the pro-

gression of robotic assistance throughout the experiment. During the first and third

segments, the actuator torque magnitude quickly converges to an average value of
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approximately 0.025 Nm; however, in the second and fourth segments, increased as-

sistance is observed due to constraining controller behavior. I further note that the

feedback gain values decrease to the minimum assigned KD by the end of the first

segment, and remain at this minimum throughout the rest of the experiment.

Note that during segment transitions the F term rapidly fluctuates; I believe that

this stems from a subject familiarization phase, where in the first segment users be-

come acquainted with the robotic hardware, and during the third segment users adapt

to the change of controller strategies. Further, since one of the ten participants failed

to consistently perform motions faster than the desired trajectory, their atypical data

were excluded when constructing Fig. 3.7(a). These results demonstrate that includ-

ing a decay algorithm within the mAAN controller can cater to more able subjects,

and increases involvement by enabling these users to exceed given trajectories.

3.7 Discussion and Conclusion

In this study I developed a minimal assist-as-needed (mAAN) controller which utilizes

model-based sensorless force estimation to determine subject capability; by combining

a baseline controller with that disturbance estimate, I derived a control law which

provides only required aid. The subsequent inclusion of error bound modification and

disturbance rejection decay algorithms adapt the controller paradigm to rehabilitation

applications and help challenge subjects with various levels of impairment.

Impedance schemes have been frequently employed within the context of AAN

control, where their controller properties are modified based on subject performance.

Although impedance controllers are easy to implement and possess intuitive proper-

ties, these approaches also fail to incorporate the time-varying residual capabilities of

a human user, and may therefore intervene sub-optimally across the robot workspace.
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To address this issue, adaptive controllers which model the subject’s functional ca-

pability have been proposed within AAN algorithms. Specifically, Gaussian radial

basis networks have been included in adaptive controllers for estimating interaction

forces—however, this approach hypothesizes that subject capabilities are position

dependent.

I here introduced a model-based estimation method which employs a Kalman filter

in conjunction with Lyapunov analysis to yield (a) stable estimation of manipulator

states and (b) a parameter adaption law that approximates the disturbance derivative.

It is shown that, unlike the Gaussian radial basis network approach, this stochastic

technique can determine subject inputs that vary spatially and as a function of time;

as such, I no longer need to restrictively assume that underlying patterns govern

subject capability.

Considering the discovery that error is likely a driving signal for motor learning

[94], I implemented an error bound modification algorithm which leverages the ul-

timate boundedness of the mAAN controller and modifies the allowable trajectory

error via varying a feedback gain. Furthermore, I developed a disturbance rejection

decay algorithm that decreases resistive forces when able subject movement desirably

exceeds some given trajectory. By means of both improved estimation of subject abil-

ity and these challenge algorithms, I hope to increase subject engagement, promote

neural plasticity, and better therapy effectiveness—steps which will ultimately reduce

treatment duration and cost.

The sensorless force estimation, error bound modification, and disturbance rejec-

tion decay algorithms are all validated experimentally. Results demonstrate that the

proposed controller is not limited to estimating only position dependent subject in-

puts; furthermore, it is shown that estimation convergence occurs much faster than
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the Gaussian radial basis network approach—for example, in Fig. 3.4 the norm esti-

mation error for the proposed controller was approximately half the norm estimation

error of an RBF controller. Experiments with healthy subjects verify that the error

bound modification is capable of responding to changes in involvement. Inclusion of

an upper bound on the average allowable error enables explicit definition of accept-

able movement variability and subject-robot independence. Experiments also show

that the disturbance rejection decay algorithm encourages voluntary movement by

decreasing input rejection when subject forces are (a) consistently directed toward

the goal and (b) of greater magnitude than strictly required for trajectory following.

In this situation, subjects are allowed to define a pace different from the externally-

imposed reference trajectory.

Future work includes testing the mAAN controller in a clinical setting for the reha-

bilitation of neurologically impaired subjects. Tuning here should be straightforward—

therapists can use r∗ to select an appropriate error bound radius, and switch F based

on whether trajectory following or increased variability tasks are desired. Ideally, I

would like to compare recovery induced by the mAAN controller with results obtained

by other AAN control approaches; I also want to examine how r∗ and F tools are

best utilized by practitioners. Clinicians might consider the implementation strategy

of this controller; specifically, either tuning parameters individually for each joint

space DOF, or adopting parameters based on coordinated movements in task space.

While for unimpaired subjects there exists some evidence [95] to support training

of coordinated movements through decomposition into joint space motions—such as

the wrist FE movement used in the experimental validation—there remains a lack

of evidence within neurologically impaired populations [96] to favor this technique

over directly training coordinated movements. The inclusion of an algorithm which
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modulates allocated time based on subject performance may be a further addition to

the described controller.
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Chapter 4

Time Domain Control of Series Elastic Actuators

4.1 Introduction

Unlike the rigid rehabilitation robots discussed in Chapter 3, physical compliance in

the form of series elastic actuators (SEAs) offers a straightforward means to measure

subject interaction forces while using only position sensors. These robots cannot

directly apply controller forces to the subject, however, but must instead change the

spring’s displacement in order to regulate interaction.

SEA torque control, which can also be deemed actuator position control, strives to

attain these commanded spring displacements. Motor trajectories here don’t directly

determine the robot’s path, but alternatively regulate the sequence of efforts applied

to contacting objects. Work by Pratt et al. [37] and Wyeth [38] demonstrated the

effectiveness of cascaded torque control with an inner velocity loop and PI controllers.

This linear scheme—among the most prevalent in the SEA literature—can be simply

implemented using the conditions developed within [39], and offers a valuable plat-

form for passivity analysis. Tuning is straightforward since theoretical closed-loop

performance improves with increases in PI controller magnitude, but controller gains

are practically limited by saturation, noise, and instability induced by discretization.

Subsequent research has attempted to outperform cascaded torque-velocity con-

trol via more advanced techniques. Robust [40, 41], nonlinear [42], and optimal

[43, 44, 45] control approaches have all been leveraged; theory and implementation
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demonstrate that each method can better eliminate disturbances than do cascaded

torque-velocity controllers. Gains in performance, however, have generally increased

controller complexity and added potential sources for instability. Applying the small-

gain theorem, the stability of robust schemes can be shown to depend upon the

magnitude of modeling errors. Nonlinear control introduces a trade-off between chat-

tering and approximation, neither of which is desirable. The proposed optimal control

techniques are “optimal” only in the sense of nominal models—errors increase with

modeling uncertainty. Summarily, performance and knowledge have been directly

correlated: to obtain better, stable results, more thorough identification experiments

must be conducted.

Adaptive control, which promises the ability to safely dictate closed-loop torque

control characteristics without requiring knowledge of system parameters, resolves

this conflict. A modified model reference adaptive controller (MRAC) has recently

been implemented on flexible joint manipulators [97], where it addressed modeling

errors and parameter uncertainties while offering stability guarantees [98]. Calanca

et al. [46] similarly developed a modified MRAC specifically for SEAs coupled to hu-

man operators; although their approach provides ultimately bounded stability when

human behavior matches a simplified model, stability cannot be proven if the given

dynamic equations are incomplete. In this chapter, I instead derive an MRAC for

SEAs which relies upon known manipulator dynamics without modeling human inter-

action, yet still specifies closed-loop characteristics. I will demonstrate both that the

proposed MRAC drives the SEA to behave like some desired model—despite unknown

parameters—and that this behavior is achieved with Lyapunov stability.

Once a method for obtaining desired torques is selected, subsequent steps often in-

volve regulating the effort/flow exchange between user and SEA; this enables the SEA
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to display virtual environments, and provides structure to human-robot interaction.

Vallery et al. [47] concluded that when SEAs render a pure stiffness with cascaded

torque-velocity control, passivity can only be assured if the desired stiffness is less than

or equal to the spring’s actual stiffness. Tagliamonte et al. [48] extended Vallery’s re-

sult, evaluating passivity when displaying series and parallel spring-damper systems

by means of cascaded torque-velocity control. Mosadeghzad et al. [49] compared

impedance schemes with inner velocity, torque, or position control loops. Finally,

Sergi et al. [50] demonstrated that lead-lag compensators in conjunction with cas-

caded torque-velocity control could be leveraged to render stiffnesses greater than

the spring stiffness; however, this non-passive behavior is only achieved with coupled

stability for certain environments.

Thus far, studies of SEA interaction passivity have been restricted to linear torque

controllers and limited impedance ranges. Accordingly, I here develop an impedance

control method—inspired by the time domain passivity approach [52]—where en-

ergy measurements are utilized to overcome these restrictions. Ferraguti et al. [53]

recently introduced an energy tank-based method in order to render fluctuating stiff-

nesses with rigid manipulators; analogously, when the energy stored by an SEA ex-

ceeds some threshold, I seek to adjust the virtual environment and display desired

impedances. In this chapter, I show that the proposed impedance passivity controller

both regulates SEA interactions while maintaining at least input-to-state stability,

and also safely enables previously inaccessible combinations of torque controllers and

desired impedances.

This work reformulates time domain techniques for SEA torque and impedance

control (see Fig. 4.1). In Section 4.2 I derive an MRAC for SEAs which estimates

system parameters, specifies closed-loop behavior, and favorably compares with state-
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Figure 4.1 : Schematic of an SEA within an interaction control hierarchy. I propose
using time domain functions, such as parameter adaption and interaction energy, to
address both SEA torque or force control and the passivity of SEA impedance control.

of-the-art techniques. I then utilize network theory in Section 4.3 to evaluate the

stability of impedance control schemes, and describe an energy method which can

be used to determine the passivity of any SEA torque controller in conjunction with

an arbitrary virtual environment. I also propose a novel impedance controller which

temporarily allows the SEA to passively render impedances greater than its intrinsic

stiffness. Finally, in Section 4.4 I experimentally validate both the adaptive torque

controller and impedance passivity controller using an SEA prototype.

4.2 Adaptive Torque Control of SEAs

As explained by [36] and depicted in Fig. 4.2, the reduced second order model of an

electromagnetic motor and transmission in series with a torsional spring is given by

τL = K(θA − θL)

θ̈A = −BA

JA
θ̇A −

1

JA
τL +

1

JA
τA

(4.1)
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Figure 4.2 : Schematic of an SEA. Torques applied at the actuator affect spring dis-
placement, which in turn both measures and determines load torques. The actuator,
which may include the motor and transmission, is modeled as an inertia with driving
torques and viscous damping.

Or, re-written with Laplace variables

θA =
τA +KθL

JAs2 +BAs+K
(4.2)

where JA is the actuator inertia, BA is the actuator damping, K is the torsional spring

constant, θA is the actuator position, τA is the actuator torque, θL is the load position,

and τL is the load torque. When the spring constant is known, sensing actuator and

load positions implicitly measures the load torque.

Throughout this work I will assume that the above model completely describes

SEA plant behavior. This requires the motor to be linear, and potentially ignores the

effects of non-linear friction, backlash, or saturation terms. I will also assume that mo-

tor and load velocities can be obtained without significant time delay; this assumption

is fairly common within SEA control, and may be alleviated by employing observers

and/or filters operating at a much higher frequency than the physical system. The

limitations of these assumptions—and their impacts on system stability—will be ad-

dressed in following sections. Although I will focus on rotary systems, this analysis

can also be applied to translational configurations. Hence, references to SEA torque

and force control should be regarded as interchangeable.
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When designing a torque-controlled SEA for haptic applications, ideal closed-loop

relationships are given by

τL(s)

τL,d(s)
= 1,

τL(s)

θL(s)
= 0 (4.3)

where τL,d is the desired load torque. Noting that the spring element converts this

torque control problem into a position control problem, I may analogously state

θA(s)

θA,d(s)
= 1,

θA(s)

θL(s)
= 0 (4.4)

where θA,d is the desired actuator position corresponding to a desired load torque.

In essence, controllers should strive (a) to quickly achieve a desired actuator position

with minimal steady-state error, and (b) to decouple actuator and load positions as

much as possible.

4.2.1 MRAC for SEA Torque Control

Several SEA torque controllers have been recently proposed which better achieve the

aforementioned goals than do traditional cascaded torque-velocity controllers [40, 41,

42, 43, 44, 45]; however, these new approaches also require accurate identification of

system parameters. In order to both provide desired performance and autonomously

identify system parameters, I here introduce a model reference adaptive controller

(MRAC) for SEA torque control. Our derivation of an MRAC follows the overview

presented in [51], and applies this well-established control theory to SEA mechanisms.

MRAC—an adaptive servo system—selects parameters such that the plant tracks a

reference model, which in turn provides the desired response to an input signal (see

Fig. 4.3). In Section 4.3 I will describe an additional algorithm to ensure this MRAC

maintains stability when coupled to any passive system via impedance control.
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Figure 4.3 : Block diagram of the MRAC for SEA torque control. Desired load
torques are first converted into desired actuator positions, θA,d, which then become
command signals for the MRAC. The torque resulting from load position (KθL) serves
as a known disturbance; the MRAC attempts to reject this disturbance with a feed-
forward term. Using measured states and parameters identified by integrating the
adaption law, the control law generates a signal which drives the plant to behave like
a reference model. Note that θA, the ultimate output of the MRAC subsystem, can
be simply extracted from X, the SEA state vector.

The open-loop SEA plant described by (4.1) can be rearranged in the following

state space formθ̇A
θ̈A

 =

 0 1

− K
JA
−BA

JA


θA
θ̇A

 +

 0

1
JA

(τA − µ1f1(θ̇A) − µ2f2(θ̇A) + KθL

)

Ẋ = AX +B(τA − µ1f1(θ̇A)− µ2f2(θ̇A) +KθL) (4.5)

where the states (X) and exogenous input (θL) are known; actuator and load positions

are of course necessarily measured in SEAs, and I have already listed the assumption

that their derivatives can be quickly obtained. In order to better account for any
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asymmetric Coulomb friction, I have added terms µ1f1 and µ2f2, where µ1 and µ2 are

the Coulomb friction parameters. Nonlinear functions f1 and f2 approximate the sign

of actuator velocity while maintaining continuity at θ̇A = 0 via hyperbolic tangents.

I next choose the desired closed-loop response to be a generic 2nd order transfer

function, noting that this reference model is analogous to the feed-forward terms in

[40] and [41] θ̇A,m

θ̈A,m

 =

 0 1

−ω2
n −2ζωn


θA,m

θ̇A,m

+

 0

ω2
n

 θA,d(t)

Ẋm = AmXm +BmθA,d (4.6)

Here θA,d is the command signal, and subscript m indicates “model.” The natural

frequency (ωn) and damping ratio (ζ) should be picked to correspond with desired

closed-loop poles and bandwidth; it is possible that these criterion will change de-

pending on the assigned task. This form implies θA,m(s) ≈ θA,d(s) over sufficiently

low frequencies, while exclusion of θL from the reference model decouples actuator

and load position—hence, the given reference model can be tuned to meet the SEA

performance objectives. I will assume that users select a stable Am.

A control law with which it is possible to make the open-loop system behave like

the closed-loop reference model is given by

τA = −LX +MθA,d + µ̂1f1(θ̇A) + µ̂2f2(θ̇A)− K̂θL (4.7)

where L and M contain the estimated inertia, viscous damping, and stiffness such

that

L =

[
ĴAω

2
n − K̂, 2ĴAζωn − B̂A

]
M = ĴAω

2
n

(4.8)

I note that L and M specify ĴA, B̂A, and K̂, and that K̂ can be extracted from (4.8)

using K̂ = M − L1. Substituting this control law (4.7) into the SEA plant (4.5), the
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closed-loop system then becomes

Ẋ = (A−BL)X +BMθA,d +BY (4.9)

Y = (µ̂1 − µ1)f1(θ̇A) + (µ̂2 − µ2)f2(θ̇A)− (K̂ −K)θL

Consider an idealized case where Y = 0 due to perfect estimation of µ1, µ2, and

K. Since the columns of A − Am and Bm are linear combinations of the vector B,

there exist some “true” parameter values L∗ and M∗ for which (4.9) equals (4.6); i.e.,

Am = A−BL∗ and Bm = BM∗. As such, the proposed control law can yield accurate

tracking of the reference model.

Let error between the plant and model states be defined as e = X −Xm. Taking

the derivative of e before plugging in (4.9) and (4.6), I arrive at

ė = −AmXm + (A−BL)X + (BM −Bm)θA,d +BY (4.10)

By adding and subtracting AmX, the above expression can be more conveniently

rearranged as

ė = Ame+ (A−BL− Am)X + (BM −Bm)θA,d +BY (4.11)

Recall that Y is linearly parameterizable; given the existence of L∗ and M∗, the

second and third terms in (4.11) are likewise parametrized to B(−XT )(L−L∗)T and

BθA,d(M −M∗). Accordingly,

ė = Ame+ Ψ(φ− φ∗) (4.12)

Ψ = B

[
−θA + θL −θ̇A θA,d − θL f1(θ̇A) f2(θ̇A)

]
where Ψ is the regressor matrix, φ = (L,M, µ̂1, µ̂2)T , and superscript ∗ still denotes

“true” parameter values. I here utilized the dependence of K̂ onM and L1 to maintain
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the dimensionality of the parameter space. During implementation, JA, and therefore

B, are unknown—however, using a scaled B̂ = cB affects adaption rates but does not

alter stability. Stable error dynamics ė = Ame are obtained if φ = φ∗.

In order to derive the parameter adaption law, I propose a Lyapunov candidate

function that minimizes error magnitude subject to the constraint condition φ = φ∗

V (t) =
1

2
γeTPe+

1

2
(φ− φ∗)T (φ− φ∗) (4.13)

P is symmetric positive definite, and a corresponding symmetric positive definite

Q can be found per the Lyapunov equation and Kalman-Yakubovich lemma [51].

Scalar γ is a weighting term that influences the speed with which (4.13) converges,

or, correspondingly, the rate of parameter adaption. The time derivative of V is given

by

V̇ (t) =
1

2
γeTP

(
Ame+Ψ(φ−φ∗)

)
+

1

2
γ
(
eTAT

m +(φ−φ∗)TΨT
)
Pe+(φ−φ∗)T φ̇ (4.14)

where ė has been replaced by (4.12). Manipulating this equation, I obtain

V̇ (t) =
1

2
γeT (AT

mP + PAm)e+ γ(φ− φ∗)TΨTPe+ (φ− φ∗)T φ̇ (4.15)

Now applying Q, whose existence is here guaranteed by the Lyapunov equation, the

time derivative of V becomes

V̇ (t) = −1

2
γeTQe+ (φ− φ∗)T

[
φ̇+ γΨTPe

]
(4.16)

With the archetypal parameter adaption law

φ̇ = −γΨTPe (4.17)

V̇ is negative semi-definite, and hence the closed-loop system is Lyapunov stable.

Recognizing both that e ∈ L2 and ė is bounded, I can apply Barbalat’s Lemma to
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prove e(t) → 0 as t → ∞. I therefore conclude that the proposed control (4.7) and

adaption (4.17) laws provide a stable MRAC which can be used to drive the open-

loop SEA plant (4.5) to behave like some desired closed-loop reference model (4.6).

No prior parameter identification is necessary so long as the SEA can be described

with (4.5); rather, estimates of JA, BA, K, µ1, and µ2 are iteratively updated by the

parameter adaption law.

Consider an ideal case where the plant’s closed-loop response is dictated by the

MRAC reference model (i.e., e = 0). Since the reference model (4.6) is a low-pass

filter in the Laplace domain, Qf (s), I can write θA = Qf (s)θA,d. Substituting this

expression into (4.1), I find

τL = K
(
Qf (s)θA,d − θL

)
(4.18)

Relating desired actuator positions and desired load torques, i.e., θA,d = K−1τL,d+θL,

it can be shown that

τL = Qf (s)τL,d +K
(
Qf (s)− 1

)
θL (4.19)

A cursory examination of frequency response τL(jω) complements both our intuition

and the objectives outlined in (4.3). As frequency decreases Qf (jω)→ 1 and desired

torque is realized with minimal impedance, while as frequency increases Qf (jω)→ 0

and impedance approaches the physical spring’s stiffness. Use of the final value the-

orem further demonstrates that step changes in load position do not initiate steady-

state errors in load torque.

Although state error convergence is a property of the controller, parameter estima-

tion error is largely determined by the input signal. Because V̇ is bounded, φ− φ∗ is

also bounded; if certain input conditions are met—such as persistent excitation—then

φ → φ∗ as t → ∞, and plant parameters can be accurately estimated. Fortunately,
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parameter estimation is here of secondary importance—we are unconcerned by how

“correct” the parameters are, so long as the controller functions satisfactorily.

4.2.2 Comparison of Adaptive and Robust SEA Torque Control

I have thus far assumed that the linear model in (4.1) describes the SEA plant. Now

I relax that assumption and consider the effects of model variation, which can be

interpreted as an unknown multiplicative perturbation ∆. If I rewrite the open-loop

SEA plant as

θA =
τA +KθL

JAs2 +Bas+K

(
1 + ∆(s)

)
(4.20)

a constraint guaranteeing stability of the closed-loop plant is given by∣∣∣∣JAs2 + (L∗2 +BA)s+ (L∗1 +K)

L∗2s+ L∗1

∣∣∣∣ > |∆(s)| (4.21)

L1 and L2, originally defined in (4.8), are parameters directly associated with the

difference between A, the plant dynamics, and Am, the reference model dynamics,

via the equation Am = A − BL∗. Reference models similar to the actual plant are

therefore more robust to unmodeled behavior; generally, the magnitude of ∆ should be

less than one over a relevant frequency range. As explained in [99], ∆ also introduces

an additional term to the error equation (4.12)—which in the worst case induces

instability via unbounded adaption parameter drift, and in the best case causes small

tracking errors and bounded adaption parameters. Without precise knowledge of ∆,

however, stability and global adaption parameter boundedness cannot be evaluated

[99].

While the adaption law effectively makes system stability more susceptible to

unmodeled behavior, I selected an adaptive controller because the principle sources of

unmodeled behavior are here largely eliminated. Since the MRAC determines plant
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parameters and spring deflection measures external disturbances, ∆ arises purely

from unmodeled motor dynamics. Use of adaptive control therefore transforms the

parameter estimation problem into a modeling problem; this is advantageous because

(a) DC motor dynamics are well studied and (b) each model applies to a larger class

of devices than would a specific parameter set.

The proposed adaptive controller strongly resembles robust controller methods

presented in [40] and [41]. MRAC desired closed-loop response is given by a reference

model—for DOB control, the desired closed-loop response is given by a feed-forward

filter. Our unmodeled behavior stems solely from unmodeled dynamics, while ro-

bust plant uncertainties incorporate parameter and modeling errors. Finally, neither

controller can guarantee stability without explicitly knowing ∆—although DOBs by

and large provide stronger stability assurances than MRACs. I conclude that the

tradeoff between these SEA control approaches revolves around model accuracy; in

cases where the stated dynamics roughly apply, the outlined MRAC offers similar per-

formance and stability with no prerequisite parameter knowledge. I experimentally

demonstrate in Section 4.4 that parameter uncertainty does not alter MRAC long-

term performance, but can destabilize comparable DOB methods. Practically, it may

be logical to first test an adaptive approach before investing time in the identification

experiments requisite for robust controllers.

4.3 Passive Impedance Control of SEAs

Impedance control—as explained by Hogan [68]—regulates interactions between robot

and environment by specifying the relationship between input flow and output effort.

Let the impedance control law be defined as

τL,d = Zd(θ̇L,d − θ̇L) (4.22)
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where Zd is the desired impedance and θL,d is the reference path; generalized out-

put torques τ = {τL,d, τL} are accordingly functions of both θ̇L,d and −θ̇L. To

differentiate between torques stemming from the task trajectory and those caused by

environmental interaction, I will indicate torques which result purely from −θ̇L as

τ ′ = τ − τref (4.23)

Here τref , a known quantity which can be determined from the controller and/or plant,

represents output torques as a function of the reference path. Under this notation,

an SEA’s impedance transfer function defines the relationship between input velocity

−θ̇L and corresponding output torque τ ′L.

Since impedance shapes energy exchanges, passivity is frequently used to evaluate

impedance controller stability [100]. Loosely speaking, a system is passive if it dissi-

pates or conserves energy; i.e., the quantity of released energy must be less than or

equal to the amount of supplied energy. An interconnected system of passive networks

is necessarily passive—the concept of passivity therefore allows us to conclude global

stability by assessing each constituent’s energy exchange. If a robot is known to be

passive, coupling that robot with any passive environment—such as a passive human

operator—results in stable interaction, and does not require extensive modeling or

parameterization of the environment.

4.3.1 SEA Impedance Control

Impedance control and passivity have recieved particular attention in relation to SEAs

[47, 48, 49, 50]. Prior research has focused on cascaded torque controllers, in part

because the passivity of linear time-invariant systems can be easily checked. Should

the impedance transfer function be positive real (PR), the amount of dissipated energy
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must be greater than or equal to zero; evaluating the positive realness of impedance

therefore offers a frequency domain determination of device passivity. Consider, for

example, an idealized impedance transfer function obtained by combining (4.19) and

(4.22)

Z(s) =
τ ′L
−θLs

=
K +

(
Zd(s)s−K

)
Qf (s)

s
(4.24)

Given a stable transfer function G(s) = A(s)/B(s) whose poles upon the imaginary

axis are simple, G(s) is PR if and only if its real part is nonnegative along the jω

axis. One check for this criterion follows from the equation

Re
(
G(jω)

)
= Re

A(jω)

B(jω)
= Re

A(jω)B(−jω)

B(jω)B(−jω)
(4.25)

so at frequencies where Re
(
A(jω)B(−jω)

)
≥ 0, I can conclude G(s) is PR. Applying

this test to (4.24) and letting Zds = Kd, I again find Kd ≤ K to be the requisite

condition for passivity. The range of virtual impedances is thus limited even for a best-

case controller—restrictions ultimately stem from mechanical time delays induced by

the spring, but may differ amongst controllers.

Although the described PR property can evaluate linear controller passivity, this

method (a) requires each desired class of impedances to be individually examined

and (b) cannot be simply used by time-variant controllers. In order to determine the

passivity of any stable SEA torque controller in conjunction with an arbitrary desired

impedance, I introduce the time domain passivity approach (TDPA) for SEAs. The

TDPA is less conservative than comparable frequency domain tests; a signal non-

passive over any frequency range may be output passively during certain time-spans.

Indeed, I will find that the described TDPA enables temporarily rendering virtual

stiffnesses above the plant’s natural stiffness—relaxing conditions established by the

literature [47, 48, 49, 50].
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τL τL,d

-θL -θL
EP EV

Physical
Interaction

Virtual
Interaction

Physical
Environment

Torque-
Controlled

SEA

Virtual
Environment

SEA with Impedance Control

' ' θL,d

Reference
Trajectory

Figure 4.4 : Network model of an SEA with impedance control. The two-port torque-
controlled SEA is terminated by passive environments, and energies at these connect-
ing ports can be calculated from the corresponding effort/flow pairs. The reference
trajectory—and its effect on output torques—is omitted in order to purely study in-
teraction energies. Note that while the “torque-controlled SEA” block could refer
to the method depicted in Fig. 4.3, other torque control approaches, such as those
presented in [38] or [40], may also be implemented here.

4.3.2 Energy Analysis Using TDPA

An SEA interface with impedance control can be interpreted as interconnected one-

and two-port networks: physical environment, torque-controlled plant, and affixed

virtual environment (see Fig. 4.4). Users move the SEA end-effector with some ve-

locity θ̇L that is measured by the plant and transmitted to the virtual environment;

the virtual environment specifies a corresponding torque τ ′L,d which is returned to

the torque-controlled plant—and, after a time delay, τ ′L is finally output to the user.

Network theory has been extensively applied to examine energy flows through rigid

haptic interfaces [101] as well as during bilateral teleoperation [102], a related topic

within the field of human-robot interaction.

Viewed across the lenses of network theory, the total energy of a system is equiva-

lent to the sum of the energies supplied by each port plus the network’s initial energy;
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for the sake of simplicity, however, I will omit this initial term. The energy of an SEA

torque-controlled plant is thus written

E(t) = EP (t)− EV (t) (4.26)

where energy across physical (EP ) and virtual (EV ) interaction ports is given by

EP (t) =

∫ t

0

τ ′L(λ)
(
− θ̇L(λ)

)
dλ (4.27)

EV (t) =

∫ t

0

τ ′L,d(λ)
(
− θ̇L(λ)

)
dλ (4.28)

Recalling fundamental assumptions of both physical and virtual environment passiv-

ity, the SEA network is guaranteed passive if the two-port torque-controlled plant is

also passive—i.e., E(t) ≥ 0 ∀t. One safe criteria for passivity is τ ′L(t) ≥ τ ′L,d(t) ∀t,

or Z(s) ≥ Zd(s) ∀s in the frequency domain; since Z(s)s → K as s → ∞, I may

alternatively write K ≥ Zd(s)s as the requisite condition for energy dissipation. The

passivity of any desired impedance and stable torque controller can therefore be con-

firmed by iteratively measuring (4.27) and (4.28)—and, at times when EP < EV ,

altering τ ′L,d to satisfy the listed inequalities.

With an aim to instrument and dissipate energy in the time domain, Hannaford

and Ryu [52] developed passivity observers (POs) and passivity controllers (PCs).

These techniques assume both that effort and flow variables are sampled at a much

faster rate than the system dynamics, and that torque and velocity fluctuations be-

tween testing periods are slight; as such, they are suited to SEA applications where

θL changes continuously over low frequencies. POs consist of a discrete-time imple-

mentation of the energy equation at relevant ports—PCs are time-varying dampers

selected to impose a lower bound on energy. By means of POs and PCs I can modify

τ ′L,d such that (4.26) is always nonnegative, yielding a simple yet versatile assurance

of SEA passivity.
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I have described how the TDPA can be utilized to ensure SEA torque controllers

are passive; however, this condition is unnecessarily strict. The amount of stored

or released energy within an arbitrarily connected network system is determined by

effort and flow variables at each open-ended port [52]. Passivity of an entire SEA

robot—torque-controlled plant and virtual environment—can therefore be evaluated

using only EP ; individual blocks need not be dissipative so long as the network system

is passive with respect to the physical interaction port. Incidentally, determining pas-

sivity by measuring EP provides the time domain corollary to previously mentioned

frequency domain PR tests.

Before formulating a novel PC which ensures EP (t) ≥ 0 ∀t, it is beneficial to

study EP for three cases in which I attempt to render a pure stiffness: (a) Kd = K,

(b) Kd < K, and (c) Kd > K. Imagine that the reference trajectory is fixed at the

unloaded spring position, θL,d = 0, and that some user with unknown properties is

moving the spring output position along a continuous path θL(t). When a user drives

the spring output away from its equilibrium position, the spring produces a torque in

the opposite direction of the user’s motion—so θ̇L and τ ′L have reversed signs, and EP

increases. Conversely, when the user drives the spring output toward its equilibrium

position, the spring produces a torque in the same direction—here θ̇L and τ ′L have

matching signs, and EP decreases.

Interaction energy EP consequently oscillates with user motion; I can think of

the SEA spring storing energy when θL increases in magnitude and releasing energy

when θL decreases in magnitude. For case (a) the SEA system does not alter spring

energy, |θA − θL| = |θL|, and the lower bound of EP has zero slope. For case (b)

the SEA system reduces spring energy, |θA − θL| < |θL|, and the lower bound of EP

has a positive slope. Finally, for case (c) the SEA system increases spring energy,
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|θA − θL| > |θL|, and the lower bound of EP has a negative slope. Considering

these three cases, it is clear that the SEA might maintain passivity by utilizing time-

varying impedances; i.e., I can passively render Kd > K, and inject energy into the

system, if I am also willing to display Kd < K, and remove equivalent energy from

the system. This observation is fundamental to the subsequently proposed TDPA for

SEA applications.

4.3.3 TDPA for SEAs

A coupled SEA plant, torque controller, and impedance controller are passive with

respect to environmental interactions at time t if and only if EP (t) is nonnegative.

Given that spring displacement measures τL, the controllers dictate τref , and filtered

differentiation obtains θ̇L with negligible delays, EP can be observed in real time

by implementing (4.27). Our assumption that τref is known requires plant parame-

terization; however, this information was already necessary to construct the torque

controllers enumerated in Section 4.2, and the following algorithm includes a safety

factor which accounts for τ ′L errors. Bearing in mind the TDPA previously presented,

it seems τ ′L can be similarly adjusted to guarantee EP passivity.

Unfortunately, changing load torque entails shifting actuator position. Rearrang-

ing (4.1)

τL =
τA − (JAs

2 +BAs)θL
JA
K
s2 + BA

K
s+ 1

(4.29)

it is evident that decreasingK increases a mechanical time delay between actuator and

load torques. The compliant element therefore prevents us from treating SEA motors

as transparent effort sources; this contrasts the rigid haptic manipulators studied by

[52, 53], offers challenges dissimilar to communication time delays, and prohibits the

straightforward use of a PC. Since τA can be instantaneously varied and the plant
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Figure 4.5 : Network model of the proposed iPC (highlighted in blue). By varying
virtual impedances based on physical interaction energy, I can intermittently render a
desired impedance greater than the spring’s stiffness in a passive manner. The scaling
factor f differentiates this solution from previously introduced PCs; f maps energy
to an interpolation between Zd, the desired impedance, and Z∗d , an impedance which
bounds energy growth.

(4.29) is passive, a secondary solution involves directly modulating the commanded

controller torque to maintain interaction passivity. Yet mechanical time delays again

disrupt the suggested plan—present actuator torques have an effect on future load

torques, and hence upcoming input velocities would be required to evaluate current

torque selection. Moreover, discontinuously switching the controller signal may excite

spring oscillations and nonintuitively affect load torques.

In order to promise passivity despite mechanical time delays, I here introduce

an impedance passivity controller (iPC) which autonomously adjusts the desired

impedance based on physical interaction energy. When EP approaches zero, the iPC

should alter Zd such that the SEA dissipates energy; on the other hand, when EP

is above some threshold, the iPC ought to faithfully output the desired impedance.
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This algorithm, analogous to that used in [53], is formalized below

Z ′d = Zd + f(EP )(Z∗d − Zd)

f(EP ) =



0 if EP ≥ EU

1 if EP ≤ EL

EU−EP

EU−EL
otherwise

(4.30)

where EL and EU define the lower and upper limits of the interpolation region, and Z∗d

is a predefined impedance such that Z ≥ Z∗d . A network model of iPC implementation

is given in Fig. 4.5.

If EP ≤ EL, the iPC renders Z∗d , and thereby imposes a nondecreasing lower bound

on physical interaction energy. Accordingly, energy generated by an SEA with the

proposed iPC is necessarily bounded by some finite value: EP ≥ −α, where α <∞.

Since the iPC restricts energy injection, it can be demonstrated that this SEA system

is dissipative and at least input-to-state stable [103]. Consider the user input θ̇L as

well as the robot states θA and θL; input-to-state stability guarantees that as time

increases, the states are bounded by some function of the input [88]. I can further

show there always exists a set of EU , EL, and Z∗d which ensures passivity; given a

trajectory θL(t), the lower bound on physical interaction energy is directly correlated

to EL, so increasing EL decreases α. In the worst case, iPCs bound the growth of

SEA states; after sufficient tuning, iPCs assure passivity of the SEA interface.

By comparison to discrete PC formulations, the iPC is unique in that it employs

a continuous scaling factor f . This term smoothly changes the amount of impedance

without requiring discontinuous actuator torques, and gradually affects the energy

exchange before passivity is violated; moreover, f is globally Lipschitz, and hence can

be appended to the control law without undermining the existence of unique solutions.
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Practically, iPCs have intuitive effects on load torques; for cases in which Zd can be

passively rendered at all times, the iPC only influences performance during start-

up—but for cases in which Zd cannot be constantly rendered, the iPC dictates a shift

between the desired impedance and a lower impedance when the spring approaches

equilibrium.

A key drawback of iPCs—besides imposing the outlined assumptions—is that the

set of EL, EU , and Z∗d which yield passivity cannot be calculated in closed form

without prohibitive restrictions. Although a trial-and-error approach is therefore

necessary, I experimentally observed two counteracting trends: (a) increasing EL

imparts a more sizable safety factor, yet (b) decreasing EU more accurately outputs

the desired impedance. Of course, a lower value of Z∗d should generally be chosen.

Once the desired impedance, torque controller, hardware, and task are specified, EL,

EU , and Z∗d can be tuned to yield reasonable performance while passively rendering

a range of impedances.

Specifying iPC parameters Z∗d , EL, EU , and function f requires some degree

of information about the target application; the SEA’s compliance K, the desired

impedance Zd, and the anticipated range of interaction energies should be known.

First, I choose a value of Z∗d that can always be passively rendered—for the case of

cascaded torque controllers, it has been shown that this condition is satisfied when

rendering a pure stiffness less than or equal to K [47]. Moreover, because Z∗d will

be displayed near equilibrium, users should pick an acceptable impedance for small

displacements during the given application. Next, I iteratively find the upper and

lower limits of the interpolation region, where, as a rule of thumb, EL and EU are

initialized at 1/4 and 1/2 of the anticipated maximum energy, and then adjusted

between trials based on resulting performance. Upper limit EU must be less than the
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maximum energy, and lower limit EL must be greater than zero. Finally, while other

monotonic functions are viable, f was chosen to affect a linear interpolation between

Zd and Z∗d , since this affords an intuitive interpretation of the impedance rendered

throughout the transition region. So long as Z∗d can always be rendered passively,

the iPC guarantees at least input-to-state stability, regardless of the other parameter

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.6 : Simulation of an SEA with the iPC. I attempt to render Zds = 2K using
cascaded torque-velocity control. Plant parameters are identical to those given for
the flexion/extension knee joint of the LOPES [47], while controller gains match those
enumerated by [39]. The human input is sinusoidal, oscillating spring output θL with
0.5 Hz frequency and 10◦ amplitude. No reference trajectory was provided, θL,d = 0.
(a) Interaction energy; horizontal lines mark lower (EL = 0.1 J) and upper (EU = 1.5
J) bounds of the iPC transition region. (b) Load torques. (c) iPC impedance; Z∗ds was
initialized to K/4. (d) Load torques vs. spring displacement; each bar represents the
mean difference between load torques with and without an iPC—shown in (b)—over
1◦ intervals of spring displacement.
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selections. To better demonstrate an SEA with iPC, example simulation results are

provided in Fig. 4.6.

4.3.4 Potential Challenges and Applications

In keeping with prior research, the given TDPA for SEAs suffers performance lim-

itations at high frequencies. First, due to the discrete nature of controller imple-

mentation, the Z-width of haptic devices—i.e., a range of impedances which can be

passively exhibited—is necessarily reduced; these restrictions stand over and above

constraints already discussed. Compliant actuators pose different dynamics than the

rigid interfaces considered by [104], however, and accordingly SEA Z-width may merit

further study. Second, unless the device’s sampling rate is substantially faster than

environment and SEA dynamics, velocity estimation and subsequent energy calcu-

lations may become inaccurate. If, for instance, the human operator has a 10 Hz

bandwidth and the SEA natural frequency is less than 50 Hz, sampling at 1000 Hz

is necessary to achieve readings more than 20 times the highest significant mode.

Both high-frequency problems are fortunately alleviated by SEA closed-loop band-

width, particularly as the device necessarily renders its inherent stiffness beyond some

input frequency. Indeed, when restricting the analysis to low frequency applications,

we find that passively rendering stiffnesses above the natural spring constant allows

for the stable use of more compliant springs—so spring displacements can be more

easily measured, and desired load torques can be output with increasing precision.

First and foremost, however, the TDPA for SEAs (a) provides versatile methods

for passively combining arbitrary impedance and torque controllers, and (b) relaxes

established restrictions on the range of virtual impedances.
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Figure 4.7 : Experimental linear SEA test-bed: (1) actuator-side DC motor, (2)
translational slider, (3) bidirectional spring, (4) incremental encoder, (5) load-side
DC motor.

4.4 Experimental Validation

I performed the subsequent experiments on an altered version of the single degree-

of-freedom linear SEA [105]. Our device—along with its enumerated components—is

shown in Fig. 4.7. A brushed DC motor (Maxon Motor, RE 30) and rotary incre-

mental encoder (Maxon Motor, HEDL 5540) are mounted to the ground frame; this

motor drives a cable-wrapped pulley to control the translational slider’s motion. An

elastic element, which has been characterized to have stiffness K = 1075 N/m, lies be-

tween slider and load and consists of a compactly-housed bidirectional spring together

with a linear incremental encoder (US Digital, EM1-0-500-I) that directly measures

spring deflection. Our experimental platform was designed for two load conditions:

a fixed output for studying SEA force control, and a backdrivable mode for testing

SEA interaction control. When varying load position, I employed another identical

motor and transmission unit rigidly attached to the spring output. This second motor

was treated as a pure velocity source, and resulting load positions were measured by

subtracting spring deflection from actuator position. Controllers were executed using
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MATLAB/Simulink, and data acquisition at a sampling rate of 1 kHz was realized

by QuaRC.

4.4.1 Demonstration of MRAC for SEAs

I here seek to experimentally verify that the proposed MRAC for SEAs can provide

desired force performance despite errors in the initial parameter estimates. During

this test I rigidly attached the linear SEA output to the ground frame such that

xL was fixed; accordingly, actuator translation directly corresponded to load forces,

FL = KxA. The system attempted to track a sinusoidal desired load force FL,d

with 0.5 Hz frequency and an amplitude oscillating between ±15 N—due to the

proportionality of load force and actuator position, this equated to an appropriately

scaled desired actuator trajectory xA,d. In picking the second order transfer function

for the reference model (4.6), I selected a natural frequency of 10 Hz and a critical

damping ratio. Given that the resultant reference poles are twenty times faster than

the signal frequency, Qf (s) ≈ 1, and the desired load force can be accurately output

with low impedance (4.19).

Recall that the parameter vector φ contains estimates of JA, BA, K, µ1, and

µ2. I purposely initialized φ to be different from φ∗, the “true” parameter values, to

demonstrate that errors in ĴA, B̂A, K̂, µ̂1, and µ̂2 can be accommodated under MRAC

for SEAs. Practically, these intentional mistakes were meant to simulate a situation in

which the plant had not been exactly identified, or where its properties had changed

over time. The parameter estimate φ was updated in real time by integrating the

adaption law (4.17). When constructing the control law (4.7), I determined the sign of

velocity via continuous sat(tanh(·)) functions for f1 and f2. The symmetric positive

definite matrix P was chosen using the Kalman-Yakubovich lemma such that errors in
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.8 : Example force control performance using MRAC for SEAs. (a) Compari-
son of reference model and actuator position: error, which is defined as the difference
between xA and xA,m, decreases in amplitude as xA converges to xA,m. (b) Param-
eter adaption for an unknown plant: the estimated plant parameters converge from
erroneous initial conditions to yield desired closed-loop behavior. Prior to this test, I
identified M = 0.5 kg, BA = 10 N·s/m, and K = 1075 N/m.

actuator position were weighted significantly higher than errors in actuator velocity;

moreover, the scalar gain γ was tuned so convergence could be observed over the

test’s 30 s length.

Fig. 4.8 depicts the results of this experiment, both in terms of actuator position

and parameter estimates—these plots allow us to evaluate MRAC stability and pa-

rameter convergence. From Fig. 4.8(a) it is evident that xA more closely resembles

xA,m as t increases; furthermore, performance improvements temporally correspond to

the parameter adjustments. Position error does not converge to zero, however, which

I believe stems from an unknown and repeated model variation, possibly motor back-

lash. Turning our attention to Fig. 4.8(b), I observe that the parameters desirably

change so that FA induces model following, but do not necessarily converge to their

true values—e.g., M̂A settles near 2MA. This behavior again aligns with previously

stated theoretical expectations, particularly since the input signal is not persistently

exciting. Although static friction parameters grew throughout the given time scale,
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they converged during longer tests.

4.4.2 Comparison of DOB and MRAC for SEAs

The following experiment endeavors to exhibit overarching stability and convergence

trends for both robust and adaptive SEA force controllers, and focuses on the con-

sequences of parameter uncertainty. Our goal here is not to claim one approach is

“better,” but rather to demonstrate that, unlike DOB methods, MRAC for SEAs is

stable under arbitrary parameter uncertainty. I employed the robust controller de-

scribed by [40]—which includes a filter Q(s), a PD controller C(s), and a nominal

plant Pn(s)—together with the proposed MRAC for SEAs. The spring output was

again rigidly attached to the ground frame, and each controller attempted to track a

sinusoidal load force of 10 N amplitude and 0.5 Hz frequency for 10 s. Before perform-

ing any testing, I experimentally identified the SEA. The estimated plant parameters,

Table 4.1 : Plant Parameters and Controller Gains

Plant Pn(s) Model Q(s)

MA 0.5 kg ωn 10 Hz

BA 10 N·s/m ζ 1

K 1075 N/m

µ1, µ2 0

DOB Gains C(s) MRAC Gains

KP 100 N/m Q 106(I2)

KD 10 N·s/m γ 104
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Figure 4.9 : Performance of DOB and MRAC during SEA force control while param-
eter estimation errors are present. When K̂/K = 2.5 the DOB approach becomes
rapidly unstable.

along with reference model parameters, DOB control gains, and MRAC control gains,

are enumerated in Table 4.1. By inserting these values into the controller developed

within Section 4.2, as well as the DOB block diagram introduced in [40], the following

experimental results can be replicated through simulation.

While I kept other initial parameters at their true value, I increased the esti-

mated spring constant K̂ by 0.5K after each pair of trials. Of course, changing

K̂ introduced parameter estimation error and provided a straightforward means to

monitor the influence of system knowledge on controller behavior. A total of 8 trials

were performed—4 with each controller—and the experimental results are plotted in

Fig. 4.9. Norm position error here refers to the L2-norm of the difference between

xA and xA,m taken over 2 s intervals. Note that the DOB method quickly becomes

unstable when K̂ = 2.5K; hence, its norm position error is uniquely calculated at 0.2

s increments.
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Two general trends can be extracted from Fig. 4.9: (a) the robust controller of-

fered consistent performance throughout individual tests, while adaptive controller

performance converged toward a common behavior, and (b) parameter uncertainty

incurred instability in the robust controller, yet did not alter the long-term tracking

of the adaptive controller. Increasing estimated parameter error augments the mag-

nitude of a multiplicative perturbation ∆ for DOB, but has no effect on ∆ within

MRAC; as shown, when ∆→∞, DOB performance degrades (K̂/K = 2) and even-

tually becomes unstable (K̂/K = 2.5). The plot also suggests that MRACs provide

better performance even in the absence of parameter error—potential gain variations

and model inaccuracies, however, prevent us from inferring an underlying advantage.

4.4.3 Impact of iPC Settings on SEA Performance

I next endeavored to heuristically establish how different iPC parameter selections

altered the behavior of an SEA under impedance control. During this test load

position xL was methodically varied by a second actuator, which attempted to follow a

0.5 Hz frequency and 4.25 mm amplitude cosine wave that had a−4.25 mm offset bias;

simultaneously, the SEA interface sought to passively render Zds = 2K. I performed

9 trials, each 120 s in duration. With the intention of providing a consistent means

for comparison, I first conducted a “baseline” case where the SEA used cascaded

force control, the iPC upper energy bound EU equaled 0.05 J, and the iPC passive

impedance Z∗ds was defined as 0.1K. Subsequent trials changed one parameter—

whether that be the controller, EU , or Z∗d—with respect to this baseline case. Control

gains, EL, and other variables were held constant throughout.

Plots of averaged load force vs. load displacement are shown in Fig. 4.10. The

slope of these curves corresponds to Zs, the stiffness rendered at the SEA output.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.10 : Average load force as a function of load displacement while using
different iPC parameter values. The baseline case, denoted by a blue line with square
markers, is constant across each plot. Dashed gray and black lines correspond to
the actual spring stiffness and desired output stiffness, respectively. (a) Application
of different force control schemes. (b) Effects of varying the lower bound of the
interpolation region. (c) Effects of varying the passive impedance; dashed colored
lines indicate the addition of damping within Z∗d .
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Near low energy states the system renders stiffnesses less than 2K; however, as dis-

placement increases, stiffnesses approaching the desired 2K were observed during

each trial. I found that smaller values of EU and K∗d yield worse performance around

equilibrium, but caused more rapid transitions to the desired stiffness. Increasing

B∗d enables higher perceived stiffnesses across the spectrum of displacement—since

damping induces energy dissipation, this result matches expectation.

Numerical outcomes of Fig. 4.10 are summarized in Table 4.4.3. Each row corre-

sponds to a unique trial, while the first column denotes the modified parameter; tests

should be contrasted with analogous trials—those varying the same parameter—as

well as the baseline case. Let x̄L indicate the mean load path across all trials; then xL

normalized error, a scaled metric of input deviation, was calculated ‖xL− x̄L‖/‖x̄L‖.

The amount of dissipated interaction energy was simply EP measured at a trial’s

completion. The variable f is defined in (4.30), and dictates desired impedance. Per-

ceived SEA stiffness was computed according to Zs = −FL/xL, and singular data

points where xL → 0 were discarded. Finally, recalling that FL,d = −ZdxLs, load

force normalized error was equivalent to the norm of FL − FL,d divided by the norm

of FL,d.
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Due to the presence of the proposed iPC, every listed trial maintained passivity

throughout the experiment; in another novel result, the iPC worked successfully with

linear, robust, and adaptive SEA force controllers. I found that increasing EU un-

surprisingly led to greater EP—i.e., a more conservative system—but harmed other

performance metrics. On the other hand, decreasing EU instigated more aggressive

behavior: EP decreased, Zs ≥ 1.5K more often, and normalized FL error dimin-

ished. Varying K∗d produced a similar trade-off, where augmenting K∗d reduced EP

but improved the remaining metrics; increasing the disparity between Kd and K∗d ,

however, facilitated more accurate rendering during large xL displacements at the

expense of lower Z near equilibrium. The addition of B∗d substantially increased both

EP and overall performance—but the use of B∗d is sensitive to measurement delays

and controller properties, and may not always be possible.

4.4.4 Effect of iPCs on SEA Bandwidth

In the final experiment, I studied the manner in which iPCs changed the high fre-

quency behavior of impedance controlled SEAs. An actuator modulated load position

such that xL tracked a Schroeder multisine; this input had a flat frequency spectrum

in the range 0.1−8 Hz, and was scaled to a maximum amplitude of 5 mm. For the first

3 trials—performed without an iPC—the SEA attempted to render virtual stiffnesses

0.5K, K, and 1.5K. Throughout the next 5 trials—now including the iPC—the SEA

sought to render Zds = 1.5K; here Z∗ds = 0.5K, and only the initial interaction

energy EP (0) varied between tests. A cascaded force controller was leveraged, along

with iPC parameters given for the previous section’s baseline case. I identified Z(s)s

by the MATLAB function tfestimate using measured input −xL and output FL; all

estimates had a coherence function above 0.9 across relevant frequencies.
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Figure 4.11 : Bode magnitude plot of normalized perceived stiffnesses for an SEA
under impedance control. Cases without the iPC are shown in solid lines, while those
with an iPC use dotted lines. Note that rendering Zds = 1.5K without the iPC was
not passive.

The frequency responses of SEA virtual stiffness transfer functions are depicted

in Fig. 4.11. For trials where EP (0) ≥ 0, the iPC maintained passivity, and for the

test where EP (0) < 0, the iPC dissipated energy. I conclude that—when using an

iPC—the Bode magnitude plot of Z(s)s is bounded by the frequency responses of

strictly rendering Zds, the desired stiffness, and Z∗ds, the secondary impedance. The

iPC system displayed a range of stiffnesses between Zds and Z∗ds at a given frequency;

since Z ′d is dependent on EP , this phenomenon stems from the time domain nature of

the solution. Hypothetically, any behavior contained within the envelope described

by Zds and Z∗ds is therefore possible. I finally note that Z(s)s converged to K as

ω → ∞, demonstrating that the proposed iPC both works throughout a reasonable

frequency range, and preserves underlying SEA high-frequency behavior.
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4.5 Discussion and Conclusion

This chapter addressed compliant actuator control issues in the context of time do-

main theory, and focused on the fundamental tasks of stable SEA torque control and

passive SEA impedance control. A model reference adaptive controller was first de-

veloped for SEAs, and was subsequently shown to track desired closed-loop behavior

with Lyapunov stability. MRAC provides requested performance characteristics by

continuously estimating the system’s inertia, damping, spring stiffness, and Coulomb

friction; I theoretically and experimentally demonstrated that the adaptive approach

is stable despite parameter uncertainty, while state-of-the-art SEA disturbance ob-

servers may suffer parameter-induced instability. Moreover, unlike prior adaptive

controllers for SEAs, the proposed formulation does not involve user dynamics, and

can be safely integrated into an interaction control scheme using the described energy

analysis method.

I next applied network theory—and, in particular, the time domain passivity

approach—to ensure the safety of SEAs under impedance control schemes. Frequency

domain tests such as the positive real property can determine linear controller pas-

sivity; however, each potential impedance/torque controller combination must be

individually evaluated, and results cannot be extended to time-varying systems. On

the other hand, by placing SEAs with impedance control in the context of network

models, energy can be measured using passivity observers and dissipated through

passivity controllers. I formulated the energy conditions for passivity when augment-

ing any stable torque controller with an arbitrary impedance, and developed a novel

impedance passivity controller which enabled SEAs to passively render stiffnesses

above their natural stiffness. It was interesting to note that compliant actuation nec-

essarily introduces a mechanical time delay between commanded and actual end effec-
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tor torque, which demands a different solution than the communication time delays

common within haptic and bilateral teleoperation systems. Experiments highlighted

the effects of the iPC transition region on performance metrics and the influences of

an iPC on bandwidth.

Our methodical approach to compliant actuation under the lenses of time domain

theory yielded a new torque control technique for this application, and more versatile

impedance passivity assessments than were previously available. By means of these

gains in compliant actuator control, I hope to increase the prevalence and effectiveness

of elastic and safe manipulator designs for human-robot interaction. Although this

work focused on SEAs—the most fundamental case of compliant actuation—many of

the same concepts may be extended to variable stiffness actuators (VSAs), as well

as other elastic actuator designs. Next steps involve incorporating the results within

applications for compliant actuation, studying the potentially limiting properties of

discrete time controller implementations, and more directly investigating VSAs while

exploiting the proposed time domain techniques.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

Although adaptive controllers have a capacity for change unavailable in linear or ro-

bust approaches, they are also accompanied by weaker stability guarantees. Like I

point out in Chapters 3 and 4, Lyapunov stability analysis can only show that these

adaptive techniques are stable—as opposed to asymptotically stable—and exogenous

inputs must meet certain conditions in order for the adaptation parameters to reach

their true values. Particular consideration should therefore be given to the application

of adaptive controllers, especially when linear or robust techniques would suffice. In

this thesis, however, I provide examples of effective uses of adaptive control for robotic

manipulators within the context of rehabilitation robotics, where the user’s unknown

ability and movements motivate adjusting the closed-loop system characteristics. I

conclude that biological adaptive controllers used by humans to learn motor skills

(Chapter 2), adaptive controllers for force estimation independent of position (Chap-

ter 3), and adaptive controllers for SEA torque regulation and interaction schemes

(Chapter 4) all provide the requisite level of stability and safety, while also enabling

meaningful interaction between the human and robot.

5.1 Future Work

There are two avenues of future work which I would like to pursue. First, as an

extension of the human subject studies of motor learning presented in Chapter 2,
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I plan to investigate how an assist-as-needed controller during training affects sub-

ject retention after reward-based reinforcement, especially when compared to training

without a controller, training with haptic guidance, and training with error augmen-

tation. Although my existing work separately considers haptic guidance and error

augmentation with fixed feedback gains, this assist-as-needed controller would adjust

feedback gains along a continuous spectrum between assistance and resistance based

on subject performance. By repeating the experimental methods already discussed

while using this AAN controller, I hope to gain some evidence as to whether chang-

ing the force interaction to suit human ability improves retention, as theorized, or

whether it actually interferes with the established reward-based reinforcement.

Second, I want to study the effect of discrete signal processing on the stiffnesses

which can be rendered by a series elastic actuator, as mentioned in Chapter 4. This

work would be largely analogous to [104], in that I would consider sampling and

zero-order holds on controller forces in the discrete time domain, but it would also

incorporate the previously established upper bounds on SEA stiffness rendering. Our

initial findings suggest that the actual bound on stiffnesses which can be passively

rendered by an SEA is a function of the sampling rate, where as the stiffness increases

towards that of a rigid haptic device, the Z-width results of [104] are again obtained.

5.2 Conclusion

This thesis has presented three contributions to the field of rehabilitation robotics and

control, and summarizes my work presented in [19, 28, 54]. In Chapter 2, I experi-

mentally found that haptic guidance and error augmentation could be incorporated

within the recently proposed reward-based reinforcement paradigm, and actually im-

prove retention when chosen according to the level of task difficulty [19]. In Chapter
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3, I introduced a minimal assist-as-needed controller for upper-limb robotic rehabili-

tation, which, unlike existing techniques, estimates subject capability as a function of

time, and then uses that estimate to bound the subject’s position errors [28]. Finally,

in Chapter 4, I studied how time domain techniques could be modified to control se-

ries elastic actuators, and developed both an adaptive force controller which estimates

the SEAs parameters, and an adaptive impedance controller which enables passive

rendering of stiffnesses when coupled to an arbitrary force controller [54]. Each of

these contributions falls within the larger discussion of adaptive control for human-

robot interaction, and demonstrates that adaptive control can maintain the requisite

level of safety in rehabilitation robots, while also increasing their capabilities for more

meaningful interactions.
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